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The Standard Model 

Is an extremely successful Theory that describes 
interactions between the known elementary particles. 

3 generations
of fermions (mattter) 

Gauge and Higgs 
Fields

SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y

SU(3)c ⇥ U(1)em

Strong, Weak and
QED Interactions

< H >=
vp
2



Test of QED :  Precession and Cyclotron frequencies

• The precession frequency of the lepton spin in a magnetic field is 
controlled by the so-called g-factor (              )

• That can be compared with the cyclotron frequency

• Hence,  

• Most measurements of g-2 are based on clever ways of measuring 
these frequency difference in a uniform magnetic field. 
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(a) No detector acceptance or energy resolu-
tion included
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Figure 3. The integral N , A, and NA2 (arbitrary units) for a single energy-
threshold as a function of the threshold energy; (a) in the laboratory frame, not
including and (b) including the effects of detector acceptance and energy resolution
for the E821 calorimeters discussed below. For the third CERN experiment and E821,
Emax ≈ 3.1 GeV (pµ = 3.094 GeV/c) in the laboratory frame.

The energy dependences of the numbers and asymmetries used in Equations 7 and

8, along with the figures of merit NA2, are plotted in Figures 2 and 3 for the case of

E821. The statistical power is greatest for electrons at 2.6 GeV (Figure 2). When a fit

is made to all electrons above some energy threshold, the optimal threshold energy is

about 1.7-1.8 GeV (Figure 3).

1.2. History of the Muon (g − 2) Experiments

In 1957, at the Columbia-Nevis cyclotron, the spin rotation of a muon in a magnetic

field was observed for the first time. The torque exerted by the magnetic field on the

muon’s magnetic moment produces a spin precession frequency

ω⃗S = −
qgB⃗

2m
−

qB⃗

γm
(1 − γ), (12)

where γ = (1 − β2)−
1
2 , with β = v/c. Garwin et al.[30] found that the observed rate of

spin rotation was consistent with g = 2.

In a subsequent paper, Garwin et al.[33] reported the results of a second experiment,

a measurement of the muon anomaly to a relative precision of 6.6%, gµ ≥ 2(1.00122 ±
0.00008), with the inequality coming from the poor knowledge of the muon mass. In a

note added in proof, the authors reported that a new measurement of the muon mass

permitted them to conclude that gµ = 2(1.00113+0.00016
−0.00012). Within the experimental

uncertainty, the muon’s anomaly was equal to that of the electron. More generally, the

muon was shown to behave like a heavy electron, a spin 1/2 fermion obeying QED.

In 1961 the first of three experiments to be carried out at CERN reported a more

precise result obtained at the CERN synchrocyclotron[34]. In this experiment, highly
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polarized muons of momentum 90 MeV/c were injected into a 6-meter long magnet

with a graded magnetic field. As the muons moved in almost circular orbits which

drifted transverse to the gradient, their spin vectors precessed with respect to their

momenta. The rate of spin precession is readily calculated. Assuming that β⃗ · B⃗ = 0,

the momentum vector of a muon undergoing cyclotron motion rotates with frequency

ω⃗C = −
qB⃗

mγ
. (13)

The spin precession relative to the momentum occurs at the difference frequency, ωa,

between the spin frequency in Equation 12 and the cyclotron frequency,

ω⃗a = ω⃗S − ω⃗C = −
!

g − 2

2

"
qB⃗

m
= −aµ

qB⃗

m
. (14)

The precession frequency ωa has the important property that it is independent of the

muon momentum. When the muons reached the end of the magnet, they were extracted
and their polarizations measured. The polarization measurement exploited the self-

analyzing property of the muon: more electrons are emitted opposite than along the

muon spin. For an ensemble of muons, ωa is the average observed frequency, and B is

the average magnetic field obtained by folding the muon distribution with the magnetic

field map.

The result from the first CERN experiment was[34] aµ+ = 0.001 145(22) (1.9%),

which can be compared with α/2π = 0.001 161 410 · · ·. With additional data this
technique resulted in the first observation of the effects of the (α/π)2 term in the QED

expansion[35].

The second CERN experiment used a muon storage ring operating at 1.28 GeV/c.

Vertical focusing was achieved with magnetic gradients in the storage-ring field. While

the use of magnetic gradients to focus a charged particle beam is quite common, it makes

a precision determination of the (average) magnetic field which enters into Equation 14
rather difficult for two reasons. Since the field is not uniform, information on where the

muons are in the storage ring is needed to correct the average field for the gradients

encountered. Also, the presence of gradient magnetic fields broadens the NMR line-

shape, which reduces the precision on the NMR measurement of the magnetic field.

A temporally narrow bunch of 1012 protons at 10.5 GeV/c from the CERN proton

synchrotron (PS) struck a target inside the storage ring, producing pions, a few of which
decay in such a way that their daughter muons are stored in the ring. A huge flux of

other hadrons was also produced, which presented a challenge to the decay electron

detection system. The electron detectors could only be placed in positions around the

ring well-removed from the production target, which limited their geometric coverage.

Of the pions which circulated in the ring for several turns and then decayed, only one in

a thousand produced a stored muon, resulting in about 100 stored muons per injected
proton bunch. The polarization of the stored muons was 26%[36].

In all of the experiments discussed in this review, the magnetic field was measured

by observing the Larmor frequency of stationary protons, ωp, in nuclear magnetic

!a = !C � !s =

✓
g � 2

2

◆
qB

m

� =
1q

1� v2

c2

g ' 2

Feynman, Schwinger, Tomonaga, 1965 Nobel Prize



Today, the electromagnetic 
corrections to g-2 of the 
electron are  known up to 
five loops, and the 
agreement between 
theory and experiments is 
one of the greatest 
triumphs of science and of 
the SM

Aoyama, Hayakawa, Kinoshita’12

Schwinger realized that this g-factor is modified 
by quantum corrections 

ae =
ge � 2

2
=

↵

2⇡
+ ... (Anomalous magnetic moment)



Two precise determinations of the inverse of the fine structure constant α 
seem to agree at a spectacular precision, one of them is coming from g-2.
Difference of order a few 10�10

↵ =
e2

4⇡✏0~c
' 1

137

Electron g-2 factor

This could indicate new physics, to fix the electron g-2

Marciano et al’18
Liu et al’19

New (pseudo) scalars, with masses of the order of a few 10s of MeV
and (small) loop induced couplings to the electron



Brookhaven result

9/17/14B. Casey, muon g-220/29

(g  2) 

2
(BNL) = 0.00116592089(63)

(g  2) 

2
(SM ) = 0.00116591802(49)

diff = (287±80)  10 11

0.54 ppm 
uncertainty

0.42 ppm 
uncertainty

2.5 ppm difference

Big effect, 
needs 

confirmation

Self energy

9/17/14B. Casey, muon g-25/29

Also need to include the corrections due to self interactions of the muon with 
its own field

g  2
2

=
 
2 

 0.1%

(Schwinger term)

Predicting g now becomes a question of determining radiative
corrections to the required precision

Electroweak contribution

9/17/14B. Casey, muon g-27/29

Gnendiger, Stockinger, Stockinger-Kim 
PRD 88, 053005 (2013)

(G = longitudinal component of 
gauge boson)

(g  2) 

2
(EW ) = 0.000000001536(10)

Calculated analytically to 2nd order and estimated out to 4th order
Recently updated to included measured value of the Higgs mass

This is 10-9 and the leading term is 10-3 so we call this a ppm correction

Very convenient way of thinking about different contributions:
New physics with weak scale masses and weak scale couplings naively 

gives a ppm level correction to muon g-2

Leading hadronic contribution

9/17/14B. Casey, muon g-28/29

2.2.1 H adronic cont r ibut ion

Thehadronic contribut ion toaµ isabout 60 ppm of thetotal value. Thelowest-order diagram
shown in Fig. 3(a) dominates this contribut ion and its error, but the hadronic light-by-light
contribut ion Fig. 3(e) is also important. We discuss both of these contribut ions below.

Figure3: The hadronic contribut ion to the muon anomaly, where the dominant contribut ion
comes from the lowest-order diagram (a). The hadronic light-by-light contribut ion is shown
in (e).
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Figure 4: (a) The “cut” hadronic vacuum polarizat ion diagram; (b) The e+ e− annihilat ion
into hadrons; (c) Init ial state radiat ion accompanied by the production of hadrons.

The energy scale for the virtual hadrons is of order mµc2, well below the perturbat ive
region of QCD. However it can be calculated from the dispersion relat ion shown pictorially
in Fig. 4,

ahad;LO
µ =

⇣↵mµ

3⇡
⌘2
Z 1

m2⇡

ds
s2K (s)R(s), where R ⌘ σtot (e+ e− ! hadrons)

σ(e+ e− ! µ+ µ− )
, (8)

using the measured cross sect ions for e+ e− ! hadrons as input, where K (s) is a kinemat ic
factor ranging from 0.4 at s = m2

⇡ to 0 at s = 1 (see Ref. [16]). This dispersion relat ion
relates the bare cross sect ion for e+ e− annihilat ion into hadrons to the hadronic vacuum
polarizat ion contribut ion to aµ. Because the integrand contains a factor of s− 2, the values
of R(s) at low energies (the ⇢resonance) dominate the determination of ahad;LO

µ , however
at the level of precision needed, the data up to 2 GeV are very important. This is shown
in Fig. 5, where the left-hand chart gives the relat ive contribut ion to the integral for the
di↵erent energy regions, and the right-hand gives the contribut ion to the error squared on
the integral. The contribut ion is dominated by the two-pion final state, but other low-energy
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

Use analyticity to convert into a 
dispersion relation
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cross section
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Muon g-2 factor

-

-

-

Leading hadronic contribution
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The Program II:  Data driven light-by-light

• New detectors installed in KLOE-II to measure outgoing e+e- in two photon collisions

• Can measure transition form factors down to unprecedented q2

• This data can be used to verify the models used to calculate hadronic light-by-light

• Recent workshop held in Mianz produced a draft roadmap for a data driven 
approach to hLbL (arXiv:1407.4021)

• Projections for future improvement do not assume a reduction in uncertainty.  Only a 
more robust uncertainty.  

9/17/14B. Casey, muon g-215/29

Discrepancy between Theory and Experiment at the 3.5 σ level

-

�aµ = (2.74± 0.73)⇥ 10�9

hep-ph/0602035

Davier, Hocker, Zhang, arXiv:1706.09436
UKQCD coll, arXiv:18001.07224

Open Question : Is this a hint of New Physics ?



appropriate amount of cold dark matter but cannot be excluded by cosmological constraints.
Here we want to study whether both regions where the LEP chargino limit is reduced can be
excluded by the experimental data on aµ.

As emphasized in ref. [11] the supersymmetric contributions to aµ coming from smuon-
neutralino and sneutrino-chargino loops are significant and the present experimental bound
already sets important constraints on the parameters, especially if tanβ is large. For tanβ ≫ 1,
the supersymmetric contribution is approximately given by

δaµ ≃
α

8π sin2 θW

m2
µ

m̃2
tan β ≃ 15 × 10−10

(
100 GeV

m̃

)2

tan β , (11)

where m̃ represents the typical mass scale of weakly-interacting supersymmetric particles. It
is evident from eq. (11) that, if tan β ≫ 1, the experimental constraint on δaµ can set bounds
on the supersymmetric particle masses which are competitive with the direct collider limits.
Indeed, the case tanβ ≃ mt/mb ≫ 1 has some special theoretical appeal. First of all, it allows
the unification of the bottom and tau Yukawa couplings at the same energy scale at which gauge
couplings unify, consistently with the prediction of the minimal SU(5) GUT model. Also it
allows a dynamical explanation for the top-to-bottom mass ratio, with approximately equal top
and bottom Yukawa couplings at the GUT scale, consistently with the minimal SO(10) GUT
[19].

The supersymmetric contribution to aµ is

δaχ0

µ =
mµ

16π2

∑

mi

⎧
⎨

⎩−
mµ

6m2
µ̃m

(1 − xmi)
4

(
NL

miN
L
mi + NR

miN
R
mi

)

×
(
1 − 6xmi + 3x2

mi + 2x3
mi − 6x2

mi ln xmi

)

−
mχ0

i

m2
µ̃m

(1 − xmi)3
NL

miN
R
mi(1 − x2

mi + 2xmi ln xmi)

}

(12)

δaχ+

µ =
mµ

16π2

∑

k

{
mµ

3m2
ν̃ (1 − xk)

4

(
CL

k CL
k + CR

k CR
k

)

×
(
1 + 1.5xk + 0.5x3

k − 3x2
k + 3xk ln xk

)

−
3mχ±

k

m2
ν̃ (1 − xk)

3 CL
k CR

k

(

1 −
4xk

3
+

x2
k

3
+

2

3
ln xk

)}

(13)

where xmi = m2
χ0

i
/m2

µ̃m
, xk = m2

χ±

k

/m2
ν̃ ,

NL
mi = −

mµ

v1
UN

3i U
µ̃
Lm +

√
2g1U

N
1i U

µ̃
Rm

NR
mi = −

mµ

v1
UN

3i U
µ̃
Rm −

g2√
2
UN

2i U
µ̃
Lm −

g1√
2
UN

1i U
µ̃
Lm

CL
k =

mµ

v1
Uk2

CR
k = −g2Vk1 (14)

3

– 5–

where the errors are due to the electroweak, lowest-order

hadronic, and higher-order hadronic contributions, respectively.

The difference between experiment and theory

∆aµ = aexp
µ − aSM

µ = 255(63)(49)× 10−11 , (15)
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Figure 2: Compilation of recently published
results for aµ (in units of 10−11), subtracted
by the central value of the experimental aver-
age (3). The shaded band indicates the exper-
imental error. The SM predictions are taken
from: HMNT [18], JN [4], Davier et al.,
09/1 [17], and Davier et al., 09/2 [15]. Note
that the quoted errors do not include the un-
certainty on the subtracted experimental value.
To obtain for each theory calculation a result
equivalent to Eq. (15), the errors from theory
and experiment must be added in quadrature.

(with all errors combined in quadrature) represents an inter-

esting but not yet conclusive discrepancy of 3.2 times the

estimated 1σ error. All the recent estimates for the hadronic

contribution compiled in Fig. 2 exhibit similar discrepancies.

Switching to τ data reduces the discrepancy to 1.9σ, assuming

July 30, 2010 14:34

Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment

Present status:  Discrepancy between Theory and 
Experiment  at more than  three Standard Deviation level

New Physics at the Weak scale can fix this 
discrepancy.  Relevant example : Supersymmetry

Masses of the order of the weak scale lead to a natural 
explanation of the observed anomaly !
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QCD, excellent agreement between data and theory is
found [18].
A full compilation of all contributions to ahad,LOµ is

given in Table II of Ref. [18].

Muon magnetic anomaly. Adding all lowest-
order hadronic contributions together yields the estimate
(this and all following numbers in this and the next para-
graph are in units of 10�10) [18]

ahad,LOµ = 692.3± 1.4± 3.1± 2.4± 0.2± 0.3 , (12)

where the first error is statistical, the second channel-
specific systematic, the third common systematic, corre-
lated between at least two exclusive channels, and the
fourth and fifth errors stand for the narrow resonance
and QCD uncertainties, respectively. The total error
of 4.2 is dominated by experimental systematic uncer-
tainties. The new result is �3.2 · 10�10 below the pre-
vious one [26]. This shift is composed of �0.7 from
the inclusion of the new, large photon angle data from
KLOE, +0.4 from the use of preliminary BABAR data
in the e+e� ⇥ ⇥+⇥�2⇥0 mode, �2.4 from the new high-
multiplicity exclusive channels, the re-estimate of the un-
known channels, and the new resonance treatment, �0.5
from mainly the four-loop term in the QCD prediction of
the hadronic cross section that contributes with a nega-
tive sign, as well as smaller other di�erences. The total
error on ahad,LOµ is slightly larger than that of Ref. [26]
owing to a more conservative evaluation of the inter-
channel correlations.
Adding to the result (12) the contributions from higher

order hadronic loops, �9.79± 0.09 [44], computed using
a similar dispersion relation approach, hadronic light-by-
light scattering (LBLS), 10.5 ± 2.6 [46], estimated from
theoretical model calculations (cf. remark in Footnote 5),
as well as QED (7), and electroweak e�ects (10), one
obtains the full SM prediction

aSMµ = 11 659 180.2± 4.2± 2.6± 0.2 (4.9tot) , (13)

where the errors have been split into lowest and higher or-
der hadronic, and other contributions, respectively. The
result (13) deviates from the experimental average (4) by
28.7± 8.0 (3.6⇤).5

A compilation of recent SM predictions for aµ com-
pared with the experimental result is given in Fig. 7.

Update of � -based g�2 result. Since the majority
of the analysis in the aµ analysis also a�ects the ⌅ -based
result from Ref. [22], a reevaluation of the correspond-
ing ⌅ -based hadronic contribution has been performed
in Ref. [18]. In the ⌅ -based analysis [47], the ⇥+⇥�

5 Using alternatively 11.6±4.0 [14] for the light-by-light scattering
contribution, increases the error in the SM prediction (13) to 5.8,
and reduces the discrepancy with experiment to 3.2⇤.
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FIG. 7: Compilation of recent results for aSM
µ (in units of

10�11), subtracted by the central value of the experimental
average (4). The shaded vertical band indicates the exper-
imental error. The SM predictions are taken from: DHMZ
10 [18], HLMNT (unpublished) [43] (e+e� based, including
BABAR and KLOE 2010 �+�� data), Davier et al. 09/1 [22]
(⇥ -based), Davier et al. 09/1 [22] (e+e�-based, not including
BABAR �+�� data), Davier et al. 09/2 [26] (e+e�-based in-
cluding BABAR �+�� data), HMNT 07 [44] and JN 09 [45]
(not including BABAR �+�� data).

cross section is entirely replaced by the average, isospin-
transformed, and isospin-breaking corrected ⌅ ⇥ ⇥�⇥0��
spectral function,6 while the four-pion cross sections, ob-
tained from linear combinations of the ⌅� ⇥ ⇥�3⇥0��
and ⌅� ⇥ 2⇥�⇥+⇥0�� spectral functions, are only eval-
uated up to 1.5 GeV with the ⌅ data. Due to the lack
of statistical precision, the spectrum is completed with
the use of e+e� data between 1.5 and 1.8 GeV. All the
other channels are taken from e+e� data. The complete
lowest-order ⌅ -based result reads [18]

ahad,LOµ [⌅ ] = 701.5± 3.5± 1.9± 2.4± 0.2± 0.3 , (14)

where the first error is ⌅ experimental, the second esti-
mates the uncertainty in the isospin-breaking corrections,
the third is e+e� experimental, and the fourth and fifth
stand for the narrow resonance and QCD uncertainties,
respectively. The ⌅ -based hadronic contribution di�ers
by 9.1 ± 5.0 (1.8⇤) from the e+e�-based one, and the
full ⌅ -based SM prediction aSMµ [⌅ ] = 11 659 189.4 ± 5.4
di�ers by 19.5±8.3 (2.4⇤) from the experimental average.
This ⌅ -based result is also included in the compilation of
Fig. 7.

6 Using published ⌅ � ⇥�⇥0�� spectral function data from
ALEPH [48], Belle [49], CLEO [50] and OPAL [51], and using
the world average branching fraction [36] (2009 PDG edition).
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3.6� Discrepancy

Here m̃ represents the weakly interacting supersymmetric particle masses.

For tan� ' 10 (50), values of m̃ ' 230 (510) GeV would be preferred.

Friday, November 2, 2012

Grifols, Mendez’85,  T. Moroi’95, 
Giudice, Carena, C.W.’95,  Martin and Wells’00 ....

In the supersymmetric case the most relevant contributions are associated with the

interchange of charginos and the superpartners of the neutral second generation leptons

(sneutrinos) [71–78]. Assuming that there are no large mass hierarchies in the supersym-

metric electroweak sector, one can write, approximately,

�aµ ' ↵

8⇡s2W

m2

µ

em2

Sgn(µM
2

) tan� ' 130⇥ 10�11

✓
100 GeV

em

◆
2

Sgn(µM
2

) tan� , (4.3)

where ↵ is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, and em is the characteristic mass of

the weakly interacting sparticles. This implies that for tan� of order 10 (20), the overall

weakly interacting sparticle mass scale must be of order 250 GeV (350 GeV) in order to

explain the current discrepancy between theory and experiment.

In our work, we shall consider chargino and slepton masses that are quite di↵erent from

each other and hence, it is relevant to provide an analytical understanding of the behavior

of aµ in that parameter regime. In the relevant approximation where |µ| >⇠ 2|M
2

| >⇠ 4MW

and m2

e⌫
>⇠ µ2, one gets,

�aµ ' � 3↵

4⇡s2W

m2

µ

m2

e⌫

M
2

µ tan�

µ2 �M2

2

⇢
[f

1

(x
1

)� f
1

(x
2

)] +
1

6
[f

2

(x
1

)� f
2

(x
2

)]

�
, (4.4)

where the first term inside the curly brackets corresponds to the chargino contributions, the

second term to the neutralino contributions, x
1

= M2

2

/m2

e⌫ and x
2

= µ2/m2

e⌫ . In addition,

f
1

(x) =
1� 4x/3 + x2/3 + 2 log(x)/3

(1� x)4
, (4.5)

and

f
2

(x) =
1� x2 + 2x log(x)

(1� x)3
. (4.6)

In the above we have ignored the small hypercharge induced contributions. It is important

to note that for x ⌧ 1, f
1

(x) is negative and increases logarithmically in magnitude,

f
1

(x) ' 1+8x/3+2(1+4x) log(x)/3, whilef
2

(x) tends to one, namely f
2

(x) ! 1+2x(3/2+

log(x)). On the other hand, in the limit of x ! 1, f
1

(x) ! �2/9 and f
2

(x) ! 1/3. In

general, as stressed above, the lightest chargino contribution is dominant, but the heavier

chargino and the neutralino contributions have the opposite sign to the lighter chargino

one, providing a significant reduction of the anomalous magnetic moment with respect to

the one obtained considering only the lightest chargino contribution. We also note that

Eq. (4.4) is symmetric under the interchange of µ and M
2

, and is indeed valid also in the

region in which the second lightest neutralino is Higgsino like, |M
2

| >⇠ 2|µ| >⇠ 4MW , and

me⌫
>⇠ |M

2

|.
Let us stress that while the reduction of the SI cross section is obtained for negative

value of µ⇥M
1

, the explanation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon demands

positive values of µ⇥M
2

. Hence, a simultaneous explanation of the absence of DM direct

detection signals and of the measured value of aµ may be naturally obtained for opposite

values of the hypercharge and weak gaugino masses, namely M
2

⇥M
1

< 0.

– 10 –

Ιf Winos are heavy, one would need larger values of tanβ to 
explain the current anomaly. 

New Physics : Supersymmetry

�aµ = aexpµ � athµ = 279 (76)⇥ 10�11

3.7 σ Discrepancy



New physics ?  Too many possibilities.
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McGinnis, Liu,  Wang, C.W., 2001.06522

2005.01885

Very recently, BABAR put
constraints on such scalars 

Marciano and Czarnecki, hep-ph/ 0102122

In a recent work,  we tried to 
address the g-2 discrepancy, as well 
as to explain some strange events 
seen at the KOTO experiment 
with a single new scalar

Φ
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New Experiment, Belle II, will settle this question



g-2 Experiment at Fermilab :  To report results soon

Brookhaven g-2 Results will be tested by the



Protons and neutrons are composite of quarks interacting 
strongly via the interchange of gluons : QCD

These QCD interactions become strong at scales of about                 
500 MeV, what sets the characteristic scale for baryon masses 

Dynamical Mass Generation

Lattice simulations
(Path Integral Simulation of QCD)

↵s =
g2s
4⇡

/ 1

log(Q2/⇤2
QCD)

SU(3)C

Strong Interactions Tested Perturbatively and Non-Perturbatively

Confinement

Fritzsch, Gell-Mann, Leutwyler’73

Nambu, Nobel Prize 2008



Test of  Electro-Weak Interactions :
Precision Electroweak Measurements

Measurement Fit |Omeas−Ofit|/σmeas

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

∆αhad(mZ)∆α(5) 0.02750 ± 0.00033 0.02759
mZ [GeV]mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 91.1874
ΓZ [GeV]ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4959
σhad [nb]σ0 41.540 ± 0.037 41.478
RlRl 20.767 ± 0.025 20.742
AfbA0,l 0.01714 ± 0.00095 0.01645
Al(Pτ)Al(Pτ) 0.1465 ± 0.0032 0.1481
RbRb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21579
RcRc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.1723
AfbA0,b 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1038
AfbA0,c 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0742
AbAb 0.923 ± 0.020 0.935
AcAc 0.670 ± 0.027 0.668
Al(SLD)Al(SLD) 0.1513 ± 0.0021 0.1481
sin2θeffsin2θlept(Qfb) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.2314
mW [GeV]mW [GeV] 80.385 ± 0.015 80.377
ΓW [GeV]ΓW [GeV] 2.085 ± 0.042 2.092
mt [GeV]mt [GeV] 173.20 ± 0.90 173.26

March 2012

Processes measured
at electron positron
collisions with a
center of mass close
to the Z-mass. 

Agreement between
theory and experiment
at the         level.10�3

SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y

Gauge Sector well tested.  What about the Higgs sector ?

Could indicate
deviation of right-handed
bottom coupling to the Z 
with respect to the SM.

New quarks or new gauge bosons ?

Chanowitz’00, Choudhury, Tait, C.W.’01, He, Valencia’02,,
Batell, Gori, Wang’12, Liu, Liu, Wang, C.W.’17



Higgs vacuum : Elementary Particle Masses

V (�) =
m2

2
�2 +

�

4
�4, m2 < 0 Particle acquire mass through 

interactions with Φ.

Couplings proportional to
the ratio of mass to 

mf = hf
vp
2

mZ =
q

g22 + g21
v

2

mW = g2
v

2

Physical state h associated with fluctuations
of �, the radial mode of the Higgs field.

m2
h = �v2

h�i = v ' 246 GeV
v

m� = mg = 0

Higgs, Englert, Brout, Kibble, Guralnik, Hagen’64

v2 = �m2

�



Testing Higgs’ hypothesis :  Looking for the Higgs boson
 

The Large Hadron (proton against proton) Collider (LHC)



A Higgs with a mass of about 125 GeV allows to study many decay channels

LHC Higgs Production Channels 
and Decay Branching Ratios

We collide two protons (quarks and gluons) at high energies : 

H



Linear correlation of masses and Higgs couplings established. 
Another Standard Model triumph
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�SM
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Figure 11: Best-fit values and uncertainties of Higgs boson coupling modifiers per particle type with e�ective photon
and gluon couplings and either BBSM = 0 (left), or BBSM included as a free parameter (right). The SM corresponds
to BBSM = 0 and all  parameters set to unity. All parameters except t are assumed to be positive. In the model
with BBSM included as a free parameter, the conditions W ,Z  1 are also applied and an upper limit on BBSM is
reported.

5.4.5 Parameterization using ratios of coupling modifiers

Finally, a model based on ratios of coupling modifiers is defined analogously to the cross-section ratio
model of Section 5.3. The model parameters are the scaling factors defined in Table 10. The paramet-
erization requires no assumption on the total width of the Higgs boson. All parameters are assumed
to be positive. The results are summarized in Table 10 and Figure 12. The compatibility between the
measurement and the SM prediction corresponds to a p-value of pSM = 86%.

26

i =
ghii
gSMhin

Agreement at the 20 percent level :
More precision is needed. 

High Luminosity LHC Program 

Open Question  : Is the Higgs the SM one ?

gHPP / mP

v



What about the first two generation masses ? 

What do we know of the charm quark coupling ? 

Flat Direction.

It is broken by Higgs width
Nina Coyle and Viska Wei, C.W. , 

arXiv:1905.09360

In the cases where V is constrained, we obtain a 95% CL bound by placing a limit on��2

relative to the best fit at c = 1. In order to identify the appropriate��2 cut, we performed a

principle component analysis [19, 20] on a centralized data set of {b,W ,t,⌧ ,Z ,�,g}

for c 2 [1.0, 4.0], for V  1. We converted the 7-dimensional correlated  data into a

set of uncorrelated principle components, and observed that the 99%-dominant principle

component is an approximately equally-weighted linear combination of {b,t,⌧ ,�,g}.

W and Z contribute trivially to the principle direction due to the constraint V  1. Thus

we treat {b,W ,t,⌧ ,Z ,�,g} as one fit parameter. Including the fit parameter coming

from c, our �2 fit is e↵ectively a 2-parameter fit. As a result, we will employ a 95% CL cut

corresponding to ��2 = 5.99.

FIG. 1: Plots of the best-fit values of ’s, represented by solid lines, to the precision rate

measurements µif . The grey regions are excluded by constraints on the total Higgs width,

which is normalized to the SM value and represented by a dashed line.

A. Higgs decay width

The increase in all ’s following the flat direction described in Eq. (8) leads to an increase

in the total width �H , and one may therefore place a bound on |c| using bounds on the

Higgs width. ATLAS and CMS have performed maximum likelihood fits using on-shell and

7

The fit to the Higgs couplings,  complemented with
the analysis of  charm-related Higgs production  channels                                   

c < 5

c < 2 at the high luminosity LHC

We need alternative experiments to probe these couplings.
Powerful electron-positron or muon colliders ? 

Higher Energy proton proton collider ? (100 TeV)

Perez et al’16



 

Now What?

Friday, November 2, 2012



Existence of Dark Matter Supported by 
overwhelming indirect evidence

Open Question  : What is the Dark Matter ?



Do we need a new particle, to explain DM ? 

The SM has particles that are neutral, stable and weakly                               
interacting, and are therefore DM candidates, namely the neutrinos !

Neutrinos in the eV
range have lifetimes larger than 

the age of the Universe and

Today we know that neutrinos have masses below                                              
0.2 eV and hence are only a fraction of the DM density. 

⌦h2 '
P

m⌫i

100 eV

Neutrinos  are natural relics of  the Big Bang

⇣X
m⌫i

⌘
exp

� 0.05eV



Beyond the Neutrino Dark Matter scenario 

10-20 eV 100 eV 1010 eV 1020 eV 1030 eV 1040 eV10-10 eV 1050 eV 1060 eV 1070 eV

“Stellar-Mass”
(1035 g)

Black Holes

“Asteroid-Mass”
(1022 g)

Black Holes

Sterile Neutrinos

Fuzzy (wave)
Dark Matter

Light bosons

WIMPs

S. Profumo, Pheno Workshop, May 2020Baer, Choi, Roszkowski’14



Dark Matter as a Big Bang Relic

Weak scale size masses and couplings roughly consistent with  ΩDM

19 May 14 Feng 4

• The relation between ΩX and 
annihilation strength is 
wonderfully simple:

• mX ~ 100 GeV, gX ~ 0.6 Æ ΩX ~ 0.1

• Remarkable coincidence: particle physics independently 
predicts particles with the right density to be dark matter

X

X

q

q
_

THE WIMP MIRACLE
Kolb and Turner ‘90
The Early Universe

WIMPS



WIMP must be neutral and stable

• Stability may be ensured by a discrete symmetry under which 
new particles are charged and SM is neutral

• Typical example is SUSY.  The symmetry is R-Parity

• Any weakly interacting theory that tries to fix the weak scale 
may fulfill the above properties and have a natural DM candidate. 

• Since the DM particles are not detected, they can be found at 
colliders, through processes involving missing energy and 
momentum, in a way similar to the neutrino discovery. 

RP = (�1)3B+L+2S



WIMP searches at colliders
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Figure 2.33 Left: The mass reach in the gluino coannihilation scenario in the monojet channel withL = 3000 fb�1

for the 14 TeV LHC (blue) and the SppC (red). The bands are generated by varying the background systematics
between 1 � 2% and the signal systematic uncertainty is set to 10%. The lower x-axis displays the gluino-bino
mass splitting �m for a given bino mass which is required to saturate the relic density [82, 83]. A tick is placed
every 10 GeV with the exception of the consecutive �m = 140 GeV ticks [17]. Right: The mass reach in the
stop coannihilation scenario in the monojet channel with L = 3000 fb�1 for the 14 TeV LHC (blue) and the SppC
(red). The bands are generated by varying the background systematics between 1 � 2% and the signal systematic
uncertainty is set to 10%. The lower x-axis displays the stop-bino mass splitting �m for a given bino mass which
is required to satisfy the relic density [83]. A tick is placed every 5 GeV with the exception of the consecutive
�m = 25 GeV ticks [17].
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Figure 2.34 Summary of collider reach for neutralino dark matter [17] and in electroweakino cascades [18].

2.5 Outlook1355

We have given a broad survey of some of the central physics motivations of the CEPC-SppC project. In1356

the rest of this report, a number of these subjects will be discussed at greater length. In section 2, we1357

will outline a preliminary design of the CEPC detectors, and discuss the CEPC capabilities for Higgs1358

coupling measurements in detail. In section 3, we discuss the projections for precision electroweak1359

measurements that can be performed running on the Z-pole at the CEPC. In section 4, we study the1360

capabilities of the CEPC for an entirely different kind of physics. Sitting on the Z will produce ⇠ 10

11

1361

B�hadrons, as well as charm quarks and ⌧ particles. This will allow myriad studies both of low-energy1362

hadronic physics, as well as rare ⌧ decays.1363
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MWIMP  1.8 TeV

✓
g2

0.3

◆

Need 100 TeV collider to cover most of the parameter space.

Future Colliders : Direct Production Limits

100 TeV collider will probe most promising regions

Low, Wang’14

Dark Matter in SUSY Theories is a neutral partner
of either the Higgs or Gauge Bosons
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heat. 
charge

Underground detector

Dark Matter Search in Direct Detection Experiments 
It can collide with a single nucleus in your detector (which you observe)

COUPP

CDMS

XENON, LUX
also GoGeNT 
        DAMIC 
        DarkSide

Direct DM experiments: CDMS, ZEPLIN, EDELWEISS, CRESST,WARP,…

sensitive mainly to spin-independent elastic scattering cross section (                    )

==> dominated by virtual exchange of H and h

•  tan!  enhanced couplings of H to strange,

             and to gluons via bottom loops  

� 

! SI "10
#8
pb

                       Direct Detection Dark Matter Experiments

••  Collider experiments can find evidence of DM through       signature

but no conclusive proof of the stability of a WIMP

••        Direct Detection Experiments can establish the existence of Dark Matter particles

E
T

WIMPs elastically scatter off nuclei in targets,

 producing nuclear recoils

R = N
i

i

!  "# $
i#

where in the last line we have neglected the differences between the proton and the neutron
mass and the fT factors are relatively similar. Assuming that the mass of the neutralino is
much larger than the nucleus we have mr ∼ mN ∼ Amp.

σSI ≈
4A2m2

p

π
A2f 2

p (8)

⇒
σSI

A4
≈

0.1g2
1g

2
2N

2
11N

2
13m

4
p tan2 β

4πm2
WM4

A

(9)

where σSI/A4 is the neutralino nucleon spin-independent cross-section.

2.2 B-physics Constraints and the scale of supersymmetry break-

ing

The FCNCs induced by loops of squarks depend on the flavor structure of the soft squark
mass parameters which is closely tied to the scale of supersymmetry breaking. Assuming
the squark masses are flavor independent at high energies, the only one-loop corrections that
violate flavor are due to the up and down Yukawa matrices because the gauge interactions
are flavor blind. The corrections to left-handed soft SUSY breaking mass parameter are
given by [14]

∆M2
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≃ −
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MSUSY
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,

(10)
where Q̃ denote the left-handed squarks, m0 is the common squark mass at the scale of
the messenger mass M at which supersymmetry breaking is transmitted to the observable
sector, M2

Hu,d
(0) and A0 are the Higgs soft supersymmetry breaking masses and squark-Higgs

trilinear mass parameters at that scale, and MSUSY is the characteristic low energy squark
mass scale. Similarly, the right-handed up and down squark mass matrices, receive one-loop
Yukawa-induced corrections proportional to

∆M2
ũR

= −
2

8π2

"

2m2
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YuY
†
u log
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, (11)

and

∆M2
d̃R

= −
2

8π2

"

2m2
0 + M2

Hd
(0) + A2

0

#

YdY
†
d log

%

M

MSUSY

&

, (12)

respectively. Hence the corrections to the right-handed soft mass parameters are diagonal
in the quark basis, but the left-handed soft mass parameters of the down squarks pick up
off-diagonal contributions proportional to the CKM matrix elements. The size of these
corrections depend on the scale M at which SUSY breaking is communicated to the visible
sector. If M is on the order of MSUSY then these corrections are small and if M ≃ MGUT

then these corrections can be substantial. In this section we consider the effect of these two
scenarios on three B-physics processes b → sγ, Bu → τν and Bs → µ+µ−.

3



Current Bounds from Direct Dark Matter Detection

1 pb = 10�36 cm2, 1 zb = 10�45 cm2

Current Limits

Spin Independent Interactions Spin Dependent Interactions
Xenon1T sees Moderate Excess

in the WIMP region
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FIG. 2: SI scattering cross section as a function of mA for tan� = 50 (up left), tan� = 30 (up

right) and tan� = 10 (down left), µ ⇠ �2M1 and tan� = 30, µ ⇠ �4M1 (down right). The red

dots are for the µ > 0 case, and blue dots are for µ < 0 case. The green shaded area are excluded by

the CMS H,A ! ⌧⌧ searches. The orange line is the LUX limit, and the blue line is the projected

Xenon 1T limit

.

is enhanced by tan �, but since µ grows together with tan �, the down-Higgsino component

is suppressed roughly by tan �. At large mA, the cross section approaches 10�13 pb�1, which

is below the atmospheric and di↵use supernova neutrino backgrounds. There are various

contributions to this asymptotic value, including squarks, incomplete cancellation of the

couplings and loop e↵ects.

We also analyze the relic density. Considering a thermally produced neutralino DM, the

annihilation cross section is too small for Bino-like DM, which leads to DM density over

abundance, while the annihilation is too e�cient for pure wino or Higgsino-like DM, which

results in under abundance unless the LSP is heavier than 1 TeV [41, 42] or 2.7 TeV [42, 43],

Supersymmetry Case :
Dependence of the cross section on the heavy Higgs mass 

Sensitivity
(Xenon1T,
  LZ) 
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Blind Spots : 

C. Cheung, L. Hall, D. Pinner, J. Ruderman’12
P. Huang, C.W.’14
P. Huang, R. Roglans, D. Spiegel, Y. Sun, C.W.’17
C. Cheung, D. Sanford, M. Papucci, N.R. Shah, K. Zurek ’14
S. Baum, M. Carena, N.R. Shah, S. Baum ‘18 
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FIG. 4. A zoomed-in and re-binned version of Fig. 3 (top),
where the data display an excess over the background model
B0. In the following sections, this excess is interpreted under
solar axion, neutrino magnetic moment, and tritium hypothe-
ses.

exhibit a clear time dependence. More detailed studies
of the temporal distribution of these events are described
in Sec. IVE.

Several instrumental backgrounds and systematic ef-
fects were excluded as possible sources of the excess.
Accidental coincidences (AC), an artificial background
from detector e↵ects, are expected to be spatially uni-
form, but are tightly constrained to have a rate of
< 1 event/(t·y·keV) based on the rates of lone signals
in the detector, i.e., S1s (S2s) that do not have a corre-
sponding S2 (S1) [51]. Surface backgrounds have a strong
spatial dependence [51] and are removed by the fiducial-
ization (1.0 tonne here vs. 1.3 tonnes in [3], correspond-
ing to a radial distance from the TPC surface of & 11 cm)
along with the stricter S2 threshold cut. Both of these
backgrounds also have well-understood signatures in the
(cS1, cS2

b

) parameter space that are not observed here,
as shown in Fig. 5.

The detection and selection e�ciencies were verified
using 220Rn calibration data. The � decay of 212Pb, a
daughter of 220Rn, was used to calibrate the ER response
of the detector, and thus allows us to validate the e�-
ciency modeling with a high-statistics data set. Similarly
to 214Pb, the model for 212Pb was calculated to account
for atomic screening and exchange e↵ects, as detailed in
Appendix A. A fit to the 220Rn data with this model and
the e�ciency parameter described in Sec. III C is shown
in Fig. 6 for a 1-tonne fiducial volume, where good agree-
ment is observed (p-value = 0.50). Additionally, the S1
and S2 signals of the low-energy events in background
data were found to be consistent with this 220Rn data
set, as shown in Fig. 5. This discounts threshold e↵ects
and other mismodeling (e.g., energy reconstruction) as
possible causes for the excess observed in Fig. 4.

FIG. 5. Distribution of low energy events (black dots) in
the (cS1, cS2b) parameter space, along with the expected
surface (purple) and AC (orange) backgrounds (1� band).
220Rn calibration events are also shown (density map). All the
distributions are within the one-tonne fiducial volume. Gray
lines show isoenergy contours for electronic recoils, where the
excess is between the 1 and 7 keV contours, highlighted in
blue.

FIG. 6. Fit to 220Rn calibration data with a theoretical �-
decay model (see Appendix A) and the e�ciency nuisance
parameter, using the same unbinned profile likelihood frame-
work described in Sec. III C. This fit suggests that the e�-
ciency shown in Fig. 2 describes well the expected spectrum
from 214Pb, the dominant background at low energies.

Uncertainties in the calculated spectra were consid-
ered, particularly for the dominant 214Pb background.
More details can be found in Appendix A, but we briefly
summarize them here. A steep rise in the spectrum at low
energies could potentially be caused by exchange e↵ects;
however this component is accurate to within 1% and
therefore negligible with respect to the observed excess.
The remaining two components, namely the endpoint en-

15

low (2�). The losses of sensitivity at 41.5 keV and
164 keV are due to the 83mKr and 131mXe backgrounds,
respectively, and the gains in sensitivity at around 5
and 35 keV are due to increases in the photoelectric
cross-section in xenon. The fluctuations in our limit
are due to the photoelectric cross-section, the logarith-
mic scaling, and the fact that the energy spectra dif-
fer significantly across the range of masses. For most
masses considered, XENON1T sets the most stringent
direct-detection limits to date on pseudoscalar and vec-
tor bosonic dark matter couplings.

FIG. 10. Constraints on couplings for bosonic pseudoscalar
ALP (top) and vector (bottom) dark matter, as a function of
particle mass. The XENON1T limits (90% C.L.) are shown in
black with the expected 1 (2)� sensitivities in green (yellow).
Limits from other detectors or astrophysical constraints are
also shown for both the pseudoscalar and vector cases [50, 81,
82, 113–120].

Due to the presence of the excess, we performed an ad-
ditional fit using the bosonic dark matter signal model,
with the particle mass allowed to vary freely between
1.7–3.3 keV/c2. The result gives a favored mass value of
(2.3 ± 0.2) keV (68% C.L.) with a 3.0� global (4.0� lo-
cal) significance over background. A log-likelihood ratio
curve as a function of mass is shown in Fig. 11, along with
the asymptotic 1-� uncertainty. Since the energy recon-

struction in this region is validated using 37Ar calibration
data, whose distribution has a mean value within < 1%
of the expectation at 2.82 keV [83], this analysis can also
be used to compare the data to potential mono-energetic
backgrounds in this region.

FIG. 11. The -2 logarithmic likelihood ratio for di↵erent
bosonic dark matter masses with respect to the best-fit mass
at 2.3 keV/c2. At each mass, we show the result for the best-
fit coupling at that mass. The green band shows an asymp-
totic 68% C.L. confidence interval on the bosonic DM mass.
As noted in the text, the global significance for this model is
3.0 �.

E. Additional Checks

Here we describe a number of additional checks to in-
vestigate the low-energy excess in the context of the tri-
tium, solar axion, and neutrino magnetic moment hy-
potheses.
The time dependence of events in the (1, 7) keV region

in SR1 was investigated. The rate evolution does not
show a clear preference for one hypothesis over the others
for several reasons. For one, the event rates have large
uncertainties as a result of the limited statistics and short
exposure time. Additionally, the expected time evolution
of the solar signals (axion and ⌫ magnetic moment) is a
subtle ⇠ 7% (peak-to-peak) rate modulation from the
change in Earth-Sun distance; such a small e↵ect is not
observable with our exposure. Similarly, the expected
exponential decay of the tritium rate cannot be observed
due to its long half-life with respect to the duration of
SR1. Therefore, none of the hypotheses is rejected on
the grounds of time dependence.
Since the excess events have energies near our 1 keV

threshold, where the e�ciency is ⇠ 10%, we consid-
ered higher analysis thresholds to check the impact of
this choice on the results. With the excess most promi-
nent between 2 and 3 keV, where the respective detec-
tion e�ciencies are ⇠ 80% and 94%, changing the analy-
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How many baryons?

The abundances of the primordial elements and the height of 

the peaks of the CMB power spectrum depend on the ratio of

baryons-to-photons.

Fields, Sarkar

Strumia

How to explain the appearance of such a small quantity ?

⌘B =
nB

n�

Open Question  :  
Origin of Ordinary Matter 

Nucleosynthesis
Abundance of light elements

Peaks in CMB power spectrum

Where is the Antimatter ?



Generating the Matter-Antimatter Asymmetry

Sakharov’s Conditions

  Baryon Number Violation    (Quarks carry baryon number 1/3)

  C and CP Violation               

  Non-Equilibrium Processes

These three conditions are fulfilled in the Standard Model

Antimatter may have disappeared through 
annihilation processes in the early Universe



In the Standard Model, all processes we
see conserve both baryon and lepton number :

For gauge theories, one finds the violation of classically preserved
 symmetries due to the quantization process :  Anomalies.

For the chiral weak interactions, gauge symmetry preservation
demands that the non-conservation of baryon and lepton currents 

@µj
µ
B,L / F a

µ⌫F
a
⇢�✏

µ⌫⇢� a : Weak Interaction Indeces

If

Z
Fµ⌫ F̃

µ⌫ 6= 0 =) �QB,L 6= 0

Baryon Number Violation :  Anomalous Processes

F̃µ⌫ =
✏µ⌫⇢�
2

F ⇢�

~E ~B

Adler, Bardeen, Bell, Jackiw ‘69

Polyakov et al, t’Hooft ’75, 76



Baryon Number Violation at finite 

Klinkhamer and Manton ’85,  Kushmin, Rubakov, Shaposhnikov’85, 
Arnold and Mc Lerran ’88

..
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Instanton configurations may be regarded as semiclasical

amplitudes for tunelling effect between vacuum states with

different baryon number

Weak interactions:  Transition amplitude exponentially small.

No observable baryon number violating effects at T = 0

)
instB
S!"# $% exp(0

configurations

 2

  

At high temperatures, the barrier can be crossed

T<TEW

At large temperatures, transitions violating B+L At large temperatures, transitions violating B+L 

(and preserving B-L) occur very often.(and preserving B-L) occur very often.

T>TEW

SPHALERONS

Tet

�4MW

Standard Model Prediction :
Baryon Number Violation at finite Temperature

Sinst =
2⇡

↵w
��B 6=0 = exp(�2Sinst)

Proportional to v(T )/T

Baryon Number Violation at zero and finite T

n Anomalous processes violate both baryon and lepton number, but 
preserve  B – L.. They can proceed by the production of “sphalerons” 

n At zero T  baryon number violating processes highly suppressed 

n At finite T, only Boltzman suppression 
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Electroweak Phase Transition

Higgs Potential Evolution in the case of a first order 

Phase Transition



Baryon Number Generation

Kuzmin, Rubakov, Shaposhinikov’87,
Dine, Huet, Singleton ’92,
Anderson, Hall’92, 
Cohen, Kaplan, Nelson’93,
Huet, Nelson’95

v(Tc)
Tc

> 1

Condition for successful baryogengesis :
Suppression of baryon number violating processes inside the bubbles

Non-Equilibrium Processes :
Strongly First Order 

Electroweak Phase Transition

First order phase transition :

�QL,B 6= 0

�QL,B = 0



Is this the way the Standard Model                    
generates the asymmetry ?

• It turns out that if the Higgs mass would have been lower than 
70 GeV, the phase transition would have been first order

• But the Higgs mass is 125 GeV,  and the electroweak phase 
transition is a simple cross-over transition.  Making the phase 
transition strongly first order requires new physics. 



Models of Electroweak Baryogengesis

• Many models were written.  There are nice reviews, for instance,                                                                                     
Cohen, Kaplan, Nelson’93, Troden’98, D.E. Morrissey and J. Ramsey-Musolf, 1206.2942 

• They are characterized by the appearance of a barrier between the rival and 
physical minima at either zero or finite temperature. 

• Generation of barriers at finite temperature need the presence of light particles 
strongly coupled to the Higgs and are therefore constrained by the LHC. One 
example is the light stop scenario, which is currently ruled out

• There are models also with heavy fermions.

• Models with barriers at zero temperature have the advantage that need only 
weakly coupled particles, but a possible problem is that the barrier prevents the 
transition, even if the physical minimum is the deeper one. 

Carena, Quiros, C.W.’96, Delepine et al’96, Cline et al’99, Huber and Schmidt’00,
Carena, Quiros, Nardini, C.W.’09,  Cohen et al’12, Curtin et al’12

Pietroni’93, Davies et al’96, Huber et al’00,
Menon et al’04, Carena et al’12, Kosaczuk et al’15,
Athorn et al’19, Baum et al, to appear

Megevand et al’04, Fok et al’07,Katz et al’14
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Figure 3: Total cross sections at the LO and NLO in QCD for HH production channels, at the
√

s =14 TeV LHC as a function of the
self-interaction coupling λ. The dashed (solid) lines and light- (dark-)colour bands correspond to the LO (NLO) results and to the scale and
PDF uncertainties added linearly. The SM values of the cross sections are obtained at λ/λSM = 1.
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Frederix et al’14

Additional Signature : Higgs Potential Modification
Variation of the trilinear Higgs Coupling

Double Higgs
Production

Curtin et al’14 
Joglekar, Huang, Li, C.W. 1512.00068,   
Huang, Long, Wang 1608.06619,  
Carena, Liu, Rimbeau 1801.00794

We will start to probe this scenario 
at the HL-LHC, but only a higher 

energy collider will lead to a definite answer

Main signature : New bosons or fermions at the weak scale (LHC)



CP Violation

• CP violation is induced by complex phases in the Yukawa interactions of quarks and 
leptons with the Higgs field.   3 Generations are necessary !

• It is always proportional to the so-called Jarlskog’s invariants that is proportional to 
the mixing angles appearing in W interactions…

Mf
diag = V f

L Yf V f†
R

vp
2

J = c12c
2
13s12s13s23 sin � δ : CP violating phase

Kobayashi,  Maskawa’73.  2008 Nobel Prize (together with Nambu)

Vtb



Does Nature uses this SM CP Violation ?

• In spite of the fact that CP-violation is the only apparent reason 
nature chose three generations, it does not seem to be used 
for baryogenesis. 

• The baryon number generated at a phase transition would be  
several orders of magnitude lower than what is necessary.

• In the quark sector,                                               .

• New sources of CP violation are necessary. 11

CP-Violation sources 
Another problem for the realization of the SM electroweak 
baryogenesis scenario:

Absence of sufficiently strong CP-violating sources

Even assuming preservation of baryon asymmetry, baryon number 
generation several order of magnitues lower than required

12
Gavela, Hernandez, Orloff, Pene and Quimbay’94
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Figure 7: (a) shows the non-integrated CP asymmetry (∆CP ) produced by down quarks in
the narrow energy range which dominates for zero damping rate, when masses are neglected
in the internal loop. (b) shows the dramatic effect of turning on the damping rate effects, in
the same approximation.

the other hand, in the case γ ̸= 0 and in the limit m << γ 23, the expression for the peak
value of the asymmetry beautifully reduces to

∆max
CP =

⎡

⎣

√
3π

2

αW T

32
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2
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2
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M6
W
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2
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2
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d)

(2γ)9

(5.26)
This was expected from naive order-of-magnitude arguments.

Finally, the results (5.25) show that non-leading effects in T give the main contribution
to the asymmetry in the case of non-vanishing damping rate and, in contrast with [11], the
up-sector dominates the asymmetry.

Very recently, Huet and Sather[28] have analyzed the problem. These authors state that
they confirm our conclusions. As we had done in ref. [1], they stress that the damping rate is
a source for quantum decoherence, and use as well an effective Dirac equation which takes it
into account. They discuss a nice physical analogy with the microscopic theory of reflection
of light. They do not use wave packets to solve the scattering problem, but spatially damped
waves, as in our heuristic treatment at the beginning of Sect. 4.

5.4 Wall thickness.

Notice that the derivation in sect. 4 is totally independent of the shape of the function
r(k). The only requirement was a singularity structure limited to a cut in the region of total
reflection. This is quite generic: only for very special wall shapes can other singularities be
expected. For instance, when the wall is not monotonous, a pole with an imaginary part
may express the decay of a quasi-bound state trapped in a potential well.

The thin wall approximation used in this paper is valid only for wall thickness l ≪ 1/6γ,
while perturbative estimates suggest l ≥ .1GeV−1 ≥ 1/6γ. The CP asymmetry, generated in

23This is valid for down external quarks, the case we considered
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Yukawa couplings) than δhR, because they give a zero contribution at this order , we can
easily obtain:

δhb
R = αwλiλf

!

l

KliK
∗
lfIR(M2

l ), δhb
L = αw

!

l

KliK
∗
lfIL(M2

l ) (5.15)

and

c =
λf

mi

!

l

KliK
∗
lfIm(M2

l ), (5.16)

where we have defined

IR(M2
l ) = −

π

2
H(Ml, MW ), IL(M2

l ) = λ2
l IR(M2

l ), Im(M2
l ) = πλlMlC(Ml, MW ). (5.17)

It then follows that the first effect in the asymmetry appears at O(α2
w) and it comes only

from the interference of the O(αw) effects in δhb
R and δhb

L. Consequently, there is no effect
at O(α2

w) at leading order in T , because at this order δhb
R = 0. It is interesting to analyze

the expression for the non-integrated asymmetry at this order, where the GIM mechanism
is explicitly operative:

∆(2)
CP ≡ Tr[ r(1)†r(1) + r(2)†r(0) + r(0)†r(2) − antiparticles ]

∼
!

i,j

Im[ δhb
L)jiδh

b
R)ij] × Im{r0

ii
∗
[

r0
jj

|dij|2
+

mj((r0
ii)

2 − (r0
jj)

2)

2diidijdji
+

r0
jj

dii
(

1

dij
+

1

dji
) ] }.

(5.18)

∆(2)
CP can be shown to have the following structure:

∆(2)
CP ∼ α2

w (2iJ) T int T ext, (5.19)

where J , T int and T ext contain the expected “à la Jarlskog” behaviour of the asymmetry as
a function of the weak angles (J), the internal quark (T int) and the external quark masses
(T ext). The connection between (5.18) and (5.19) is

Im[δhb
L)jiδh

b
R)ij] = α2

wλiλj2i
!

l,l′
Im[KliK

∗
ljKl′jK

∗
l′i](λ

2
l − λ2

l′)IR(M2
l′)IR(M2

l )

≡ α2
wλiλj(±2iJ)T int, (5.20)

with

J ≡ ±Im[KliK
∗
ljKl′jK

∗
l′i] = c1c2c3s

2
1s2s3sδ,

and

T int ≡
!

l

(λ2
l − λ2

l+1)IR(M2
l )IR(Ml+1). (5.21)
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New CP Violating Phases

• One natural consequence of these phases are Electric Dipole Moments.

• Electric dipole moments violate P and CP symmetries.

• The intrinsic electric dipole moment  d for elementary particles is 
defined with respect to its reaction to an electric field (spin 1/2) :

• d is zero in QED.     They are induced by weak interactions

d~S µ~S ~E ~B d~S ~E µ~S ~B
P +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1
T -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1
C -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1

CPT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1

H = �µ

✓
2

~
~S

◆
~B � d

✓
2

~
~S

◆
~E µ

2

~ =
q

2m
g



Experimental Bounds
• No electric dipole moment of the electron or the neutron has 

been observed.

• Determination of d relies on clever ways of measuring the 
variation of the precession frequency in the presence of 
electric fields

• Hence,

• Current Bounds

d =
~�!

4E

! =
2

~ (µB ± dE)

de < 1.1⇥ 10�29 e cm

DeMille, Doyle, Gabrielse’18
Uses polar molecules, like Thorium 
Monoxide, to increase electric fields



Electric Dipole Moments

• What is remarkable is that the SM one, two and three 
loop contributions cancel,

• And the first non-trivial contribution appears at four 
loops, and are proportional to the quark Jarlskog invariant

• This is much lower than the current limits.  Another SM 
triumph. 

e eνeνeνeνe

(a)

γγγγ

WW
ui

dj

e eνeνeνeνe

(b)

γγγγ

WW
ui

dj

uk

dℓ
W

FIG. 1: (a) Two-loop diagram for de. (b) Three-loop contribution. For both (a), (b), the detached photon

line symbolizes attaching the photon to each charged particle and summing over all such contributions.

We must proceed to the three-loop contributions, an example of which appears in Fig. 1(b).

Pospelov and Khriplovich [5] found that the electron electric dipole moment remains zero, but the

effect is more subtle than for two loops. Although there are individual contributions which vanish

(as in the two-loop case), others are found to be nonzero. However, the sum over all such nonzero

components vanishes by cancellation, although no explanation is given in Ref. [5] for this behavior.

One can learn more by exploiting the association between the electric dipole moments of the

electron and W -boson, d(SM)
e and d(SM)

W . For example, detaching the two W s in Fig. 1(a) from the

electron yields the one-loop amplitude for the W electric dipole moment d(SM)
W . More generally,

an (n + 1)-loop expression for d(SM)
e is related to an n-loop expression for d(SM)

W (e.g. the two-

loop vanishing of d(SM)
e implies the one-loop vanishing of d(SM)

W ). In a two-loop analysis of d(SM)
W ,

Booth [6] found that d(SM)
W vanishes and also provided the following explanation for this result.

First recall the description of Standard Model CP-violation (cf DGH2 Eqs. (II–4.29),(II–4.30)) in

terms of a Jarlskog invariant J [7],

Φkℓ
ij ≡ Im

!

VijV
∗

kjVkℓV
∗

iℓ

"

≡ J
#

m,n

ϵikmϵjℓn , (10)

where the current evaluation [2] gives J =
$

2.96+0.20
−0.16

%

× 10−5. It follows directly from Eq. (10)

that Φ is antisymmetric in the the up-type quark labels i, k and also in those of the labels j, ℓ for

down-type quarks,

Φiℓ
kj = −Φkℓ

ij , Φkj
iℓ = −Φkℓ

ij . (11)

Now, the full amplitude for d(SM)
W at two loops will be the product of the CP-violating quantity

Φkℓ
ij and a dynamical function Ajℓ

ik(m
2
i ,m

2
j ,m

2
k,m

2
ℓ ) to be summed over all quark configurations in

3

Pospelov, Khriplovich ‘91

e eνeνeνeνe

γγγγ

WW

ui

dj

W

dℓ

uk

FIG. 2: Example of one-gluon four-loop diagram.

for an example). Several comparable order-of-magnitude estimates for this exist in the literature,

e.g. Ref. [10] has

d(SM)
e [one − gluon] ∼

αS

4π
·
eGFmeJα2

256π4
≃ 3 × 10−37 e cm (mνi

= 0 assumed) , (14)

upon taking αs ≃ 0.4. This estimate for d(SM)
e is seen to remain tiny.

C. Massive Dirac neutrinos, no QCD

Neutrino masses are known to be very small, e.g. the sum over neutrino mass eigenstates is

bounded by astrophysical data to be no more than
!

i mi < 0.3 eV (see DGH2 Eqs. (I-1.3a,b))

As such, if we were to continue taking into account, as above, only CP-violation arising from the

quark sector, then only minor corrections would expected to the estimates discussed above from

effects of neutrino mass.

There is, however, a new class of contributions. CP-violation can now arise purely from the

leptonic sector via the charged weak current (cf. Eq. (VI–2.1)), Jµ
ch(lept) = 2

!

i,j ν̄L,iV
(ν)
ij ℓL,j,

where V(ν) is the Dirac leptonic mixing matrix of Eqs. (VI–2.2),(VI–2.11). This case was studied,

among others, by Donoghue in Ref. [11]. His main finding was that d(SM)
e vanishes through two-loop

level but is expected to be nonzero at three-loops.7 An order-of-magnitude expression relevant to

Standard Model expectations is

d(SM)
e [Lepton] ∼

eGFmeJα2

π4M4
W

G(m2
ν/M2

W, . . .) , (15)

7 This parallels the behavior found for the electric dipole moments of quarks [12].
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New Physics for Baryogengesis

•  The list of possible new physics contributions is very large.                            
Nice review by Pospelov’05.

• There are one and two loop contributions that may cancel, but predictions 
typically close to experiments bounds. 

• I encountered this problem by working on Baryogengesis scenarios and 
CP violation in the Higgs sector,  and also last year, while trying to explain 
the galactic center excess from Dark Matter annihilation via the Higgs 

M. Carena, J. Osborne, N. Shah, C.W.’19

Typical diagrams for FCNC and CP violation in MSSM

• The typical 1-loop diagrams lead to FCNC and EDM and K- mixing.

eL

ẽL ẽR
χ0

γ

R L eR

d̃ s̃

s̃ d̃

g̃ g̃

d

s

s

d

We-Fu Chang, NTHU – p. 14/36

EDM in SSUSY
• Here are the two most important diagrams in SSUSY

dW

ff ′

χ0
i

γ

W±W±

dh

f

γ

γh0

ω±
i ω±

j

• The EDM can be calculated to be:

dh0

f

e
=

Qf α2me

4
√

2π2M2
Hs2

W

2
!

i=1

ImO′
i
mωi

MW
F

"

m2
ωi

M2
H

#

∝ Im(µM2)

dW
f

e
= ±

α2mf

8π2s4
W M2

W

4
!

i=1

2
!

j=1

mχimωj

M2
W

Im(OL
ijOR∗

ij )G
$

r0
i , r±j , rf ′

%

The plus(minus) sign in front the RHS corresponds to the fermion f with weak
isospin +(−)1/2 and Qf is the charge of fermion f .

We-Fu Chang, NTHU – p. 23/36

Chang, Keung, Pilaftsis’98-00,  Ibrahim, Nath’00



EXO:                   T1/2 > 1.1 x 1025 yr  (90% CL) 
Nature,  510, 229 (2014) 
 
 

KamLAND-Zen: T1/2 >  3.1 x 1025 yr  (90%CL) 
                                              very preliminary 
 
GERDA:                  T1/2 > 2.1 x 1025yr  (90% CL) 
PRL, 111, 122 (2013) 

136Xe  WIPP 

136Xe  Kamioka 

76Ge  LNGS 

H.V. Klapdor-Kleinkrothaus et al.  T1/2=1.19 x 1025 yr     Phys. Lett. B 586, 198 (2004) 

GERDA combined with HDM and IGEX: T1/2> 3.0 x 1025 yr 

C.E. Aalseth et al.,  
Phys. Rev. D 65, 092007 (2002) 

H.V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al., 
Eur. Phys. J. A 12, 147 (2001) 

Half-Life Limits 

X
U2
eimi = mee

Open Question  :
Are neutrinos there own antiparticle (Majorana)

Best test : Neutrino-less double beta decay 
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Rep. Prog. Phys. 76 (2013) 056201 S F King and C Luhn
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~2×10−3eV2
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2
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0
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m1
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m3
2

νe

νµ
ντ

? ?

solar~7×10−5eV2

Figure 1. The probability that a particular neutrino mass state
contains a particular SM state may be represented by colours as
shown in the key. Note that neutrino oscillation experiments only
determine the difference between the squared values of the masses.
Also, while m2

2 > m2
1, it is presently unknown whether m2

3 is heavier
or lighter than the other two, corresponding to the left and right
panels of the figure, referred to as normal or inverted mass squared
ordering, respectively. Finally, the value of the lightest neutrino
mass (sometimes referred to as the neutrino mass scale) is presently
unknown and is represented by a question mark in each case.

According to quantum mechanics it is not necessary that the
SM states νe, νµ, ντ be identified in a one-one way with the
mass eigenstates ν1, ν2 and ν3, and the matrix elements of U

give the quantum amplitude that a particular SM state contains
an admixture of a particular mass eigenstate. The probability
that a particular neutrino mass state contains a particular SM
state may be represented by colours as in figure 1. Note
that neutrino oscillations are only sensitive to the differences
between the squares of the neutrino masses #m2

ij ≡ m2
i −m2

j ,
and gives no information about the absolute value of the
neutrino mass squared eigenvalues m2

i . There are basically two
patterns of neutrino mass squared orderings consistent with the
atmospheric and solar data as shown in figure 1.

As with all quantum amplitudes, the matrix elements of
U are expected to be complex numbers in general. The lepton
mixing matrix U is also frequently referred to as the Maki–
Nakagawa–Sakata (MNS) matrix UMNS [3], and sometimes the
name of Pontecorvo is added at the beginning to give UPMNS.
The standard parametrization of the PMNS matrix in terms of
three angles and at least one complex phase, as recommended
by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [5], will be discussed later.

Before getting into details, here is a quick executive
summary of the implications of neutrino mass and mixing
following from figure 1:

• Lepton flavour is not conserved, so the individual lepton
numbers Le, Lµ, Lτ are separately broken

• Neutrinos have tiny masses which are not very hierarchical
• Neutrinos mix strongly unlike quarks
• The SM parameter count is increased by at least seven new

parameters (three neutrino masses, three mixing angles
and at least one complex phase)

• It is the first (and so far only) new physics beyond the SM

The idea of neutrino oscillations was first confirmed in
1998 by the Japanese experiment Super–Kamiokande (SK) [6]
which showed that there was a deficit of muon neutrinos
reaching Earth when cosmic rays strike the upper atmosphere,
the so-called ‘atmospheric neutrinos’. Since most neutrinos
pass through the Earth unhindered, Super-Kamiokande was
able to detect muon neutrinos coming from above and below,
and found that while the correct number of muon neutrinos
came from above, only about a half of the expected number
came from below. The results were interpreted as half the muon
neutrinos from below oscillating into tau neutrinos over an
oscillation length L of the diameter of the Earth, with the muon
neutrinos from above having a negligible oscillation length,
and so not having time to oscillate, yielding the expected
number of muon neutrinos from above.

In 2002, the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) in
Canada spectacularly confirmed the flavour conversion in
‘solar neutrinos’ [7]. The experiment measured both the flux
of the electron neutrinos and the total flux of all three types of
neutrinos. The SNO data revealed that physicists’ theories of
the Sun were correct after all, and the solar neutrinos νe were
produced at the standard rate but were oscillating into νµ and
ντ , with only about a third of the original νe flux arriving at the
Earth.

Since then, neutrino oscillations consistent with solar
neutrino observations have been seen using man made
neutrinos from nuclear reactors at KamLAND in Japan [8]
(which, for the first time, observed the periodic pattern
characteristic for neutrino oscillations), and neutrino
oscillations consistent with atmospheric neutrino observations
have been seen using neutrino beams fired over hundreds
of kilometres as in the K2K experiment in Japan [9], the
Fermilab-MINOS experiment in the US [10] or the CERN-
OPERA experiment in Europe. Further long-baseline neutrino
beam experiments are in the pipeline, and neutrino oscillation
physics is entering the precision era, with superbeams and a
neutrino factory on the horizon.

Following these results several research groups showed
that the electron neutrino has a mixing matrix element of
|Ue2| ≈ 1/

√
3 which is the quantum amplitude for νe to contain

an admixture of the mass eigenstate ν2 corresponding to a
massive neutrino of mass m2 ≈ 0.008 electronvolts (eV) or

greater (where
!

m2
2 − m2

1 ≈ 0.008 eV). By comparison the
electron has a mass of about half a megaelectronvolt (MeV).
Put another way, the mass state ν2 contains roughly equal
probabilities of νe, νµ and ντ sometimes called trimaximal
mixing, corresponding to the three equal red, green and blue
colours associated with m2

2 in figure 1. The muon and
tau neutrinos were observed to contain approximately equal
amplitudes of the third neutrino ν3 of mass m3, |Uµ3| ≈
|Uτ3| ≈ 1/

√
2, where a normalized amplitude of 1/

√
2

corresponds to a 1/2 fraction of ν3 in each of νµ and ντ , leading
to a maximal mixing and oscillation of νµ ↔ ντ . Put another
way, the mass state ν3 contains roughly equal probabilities of
νµ and ντ called maximal mixing, corresponding to the two
equal green and blue colours associated with m2

3 in figure 1.
Interestingly, the value of m3 is not determined and it could
be anywhere between zero and 0.3 eV, depending on the mass

3
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Absolute ⌫̄e Reactor Flux Measurement
Comparison with models

• Result of 6AD data

• Results consistent within ADs

• Discrepancy between current models

Results
Detector related 2.1%
Reactor related 0.8%
✓13 0.2%
Statistics 0.2%

Total 2.3%

Comparison with worldwide
measurements

• Results from previous experiments corrected by
oscillation hypothesis

• Based on near detectors

• Daya Bay result consistent with world average

• Daya Bay result supports the existence of
’reactor anomaly’

Flux uncertainties

Y0 (cm2GW�1day�1) 1.553 ⇥ 10�18

�f (cm2fission�1) 5.934 ⇥ 10�43

235U:238U:239Pu:241Pu 0.586:0.076:0.288:0.050
Data/Prediction 0.947 ± 0.022
(Huber+Mueller)

Flux!uncertainTes!
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FIG. 1. Confidence level contours in the (sin22#ee,�m2
41)

plane obtained from the analysis of KATRIN data with m� =
0 (solid) and free m� (dotted), and from the results of the
Mainz [5] and Troitsk [6, 7] experiments [8]. The blue cross
indicates the KATRIN best-fit point.

to smaller value of �m2
41, reaching the interesting values

of �m2
41 below 10 eV2. In the logarithmic scale of Fig-

ure 1, the KATRIN bounds on sin22#ee have an approx-
imately linear decrease when �m2

41 increases from about
6 eV2 to about 30 eV2, that corresponds to m4 ⇡ 5.5 eV.
For larger values of �m2

41, the e↵ect of ⌫4 on the elec-
tron spectrum occurs at a distance from the end point for
which the data are less constraining. This leads to oscil-
lations of the bounds from �m2

41 ⇡ 30 eV2 to �m2
41 ⇡

103 eV2, that corresponds to the value m4 ⇡ 32 eV for
which the data become completely ine↵ective.

Figure 2 shows the combined 90% and 99% CL bounds
of the tritium experiments compared with the corre-
sponding KATRIN and Mainz+Troitsk bounds (and the
regions allowed by the reactor antineutrino anomaly to be
discussed in Section IV). One can see that the combined
tritium bound extends the Mainz+Troitsk excluded re-
gion at large mixing to values of �m2

41 below 10 eV2.
However, the combined tritium bound is less stringent
than the KATRIN bound in the small-�m2

41 range where
the KATRIN data are dominant (this occurs much more
for the 90% CL bound than for the 99% CL bound). This
strange behavior is due to the location of the minimum
of the KATRIN �2, that is shown in Figure 2 by the
blue cross, in a point where the Mainz+Troitsk �2 is not
small. The location of the minimum �2 of the combined
fit is shown in Figure 2 by the red cross and it is obviously
larger than the KATRIN �2 minimum (��2 = 2.5), since
it lies out of the KATRIN 1� allowed region shown in
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FIG. 2. 90% and 99% CL exclusion curves in the
(sin22#ee,�m2

41) plane obtained from the analysis of KA-
TRIN data with free m� and m� = 0. Also shown are the ex-
clusion curves of the Mainz [5] and Troitsk [6, 7] experiments
obtained in Ref. [8] and the combined exclusion curves. The
green and yellow regions are allowed at 90% and 99% CL by
the neutrino oscillation solution [28] of the Huber-Muller re-
actor antineutrino anomaly (HM-RAA). The crosses indicate
the best-fit points.

Fig. 1. Since the confidence level contours are determined
by the di↵erence of �2 (given by Table 39.2 of Ref. [26]
for two degrees of freedom) with respect to the minimum
corresponding to the chosen confidence level, the increase
of the �2 minimum leads to a shift towards larger values
of sin22#ee of the combined tritium bound with respect to
the KATRIN bound in the �m2

41 range where KATRIN
is dominant. For a similar reason, the combined tritium
bound is less stringent than the Mainz+Troitsk bound for
�m2

41 ⇡ 100� 600 eV2, where the Mainz+Troitsk bound
is dominant.

IV. THE REACTOR ANTINEUTRINO
ANOMALY

In Figure 2 we have also drawn the regions allowed
by the reactor antineutrino anomaly (HM-RAA) [9] ac-
cording to the recent analysis in Ref. [28] of reactor an-
tineutrino data compared with the Huber-Muller predic-
tion [10, 11] (see also Ref. [29]). One can see that the
combined constraints of tritium-decay experiments can
exclude the large-�m2

41 part of the RAA 99% allowed
region, but it is still too weak to a↵ect the 90% allowed
region around the best-fit point. Note that this HM-RAA
region is di↵erent from the original reactor antineutrino



Hints of sizable CP-violation
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and far detector data. We perform several analyses using
both Bayesian and frequentist statistical paradigms. Ex-
clusive measurements of (anti)neutrino candidates in the
near detector, one of which is shown in Figure 4, strongly
constrain the neutrino production and interaction mod-
els, reducing the uncertainty on the predicted number of
events in the four single-lepton SK samples from 13-17%
to 4-9%, depending on the sample. The electron-like with
additional charged pion sample’s uncertainty is reduced
from 22% to 19%.
A neutrino’s oscillation probability depends on its en-
ergy, as shown in Eqs. 2 and 3. While the energy dis-
tribution of the T2K neutrino beam is well understood,
we cannot directly measure the energy of each incoming
neutrino. Instead the neutrino’s energy must be inferred
from the momentum and direction of the charged lepton
that results from the interaction. This inference relies on
the correct modeling of the nuclear physics of neutrino-
nucleus interactions. Modeling the strong nuclear force
in multi-body problems at these energies is not computa-
tionally tractable, so approximate theories are used [26–
29]. The potential biases introduced by approximations
in these theories constitute the largest sources of sys-
tematic uncertainties in this measurement. Furthermore,
as well as CCQE interactions, there are non-negligible
contributions from interactions where additional parti-
cles are present in the final state but were not detected
by T2K’s detectors. To check for bias from incorrect
modeling of neutrino-nucleus interactions, we performed
fits to simulated data sets generated assuming a range
of di↵erent models of neutrino interactions [27, 28]. We
compared the measurements of the oscillation parame-
ters obtained from these fits with the measurement from
a fit to simulated data generated assuming our default
model. We observed no significant biases in the obtained
�
CP

best-fit values or changes in the interval sizes from
any model tested. Any biases seen in the other oscilla-
tion parameters are incorporated as additional sources of
error in the analysis.
The observed number of events at SK can be seen in
Figure 1. The probability to observe an excess over pre-
diction in one of our five samples at least as large as
that seen in the electron-like charged pion sample is 6.9%
for the best-fit value of the oscillation parameters. We
find the data shows a preference for the normal mass
ordering with a posterior probability of 89%, giving a
Bayes factor of 8. We find sin2(✓23) = 0.53+0.03

�0.04 for
both mass orderings. Assuming the normal (inverted)
mass ordering we find �m2

32 = (2.45 ± 0.07) ⇥ 10�3

(�m2
13 = (2.43±0.07)⇥10�3) eV2/c4. For �

CP

our best-
fit value and 68% (1�) uncertainties assuming the nor-
mal (inverted) mass ordering are �1.89+0.70

�0.58(�1.38+0.48
�0.54),

with statistical uncertainty dominating. Our data show
a preference for values of �

CP

which are near maximal
CP violation (see Figure 3), while both CP conserv-
ing points, �

CP

= 0 and �
CP

= ⇡, are ruled out at
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FIG. 3. The upper panel shows 2D confidence intervals at
the 68.27% confidence level for �CP vs sin2 ✓13 in the normal
ordering. The intervals labelled T2K only indicate the mea-
surement obtained without using the external constraint on
sin2 ✓13, while the T2K + Reactor intervals do use the exter-
nal constraint. The star shows the best-fit point of the T2K +
Reactors fit in the preferred normal mass ordering. The mid-
dle panel shows 2D confidence intervals at the 68.27% and
99.73% confidence level for �CP vs sin2 ✓23 from the T2K +
Reactors fit in the normal ordering, with the colour scale rep-
resenting the value of the likelihood for each parameter value.
The lower panel shows 1D confidence intervals on �CP from
the T2K + Reactors fit in both the normal (NO) and inverted
(IO) orderings. The vertical line in the shaded box shows the
best-fit value of �CP , the shaded box itself shows the 68.27%
confidence interval, and the error bar shows the 99.73% con-
fidence interval. It is notable that there are no values in the
inverted ordering inside the 68.27% interval.

the 95% confidence level, consistent with the previous
T2K measurement [8]. Here, we also produce 99.73%
(3�) confidence and credible intervals on �

CP

. In the
normal ordering the interval contains [�3.41,�0.03] (ex-
cluding 46% of the range of parameter space), while in
the inverted ordering the interval contains [-2.54,-0.32]
(excluding 65% of the parameter space). The 99.73%
credible interval marginalized across both mass order-
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FIG. 2. The 90% confidence level region for �m2
32 and

sin2 ✓23, with best-fit point shown as a black marker [61], over-
laid on contours from other experiments [19, 20, 62, 63].

with a significance of 1.9� (p = 0.057, CLs = 0.091 [67])
and the upper ✓23 octant with a significance of 1.6� (p =
0.11), profiling over all other parameter choices.
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Open Question 
Is CP violated in the neutrino sector ?

Best test : ⌫µ ! ⌫e oscillations. (long baseline)

Anomalies at short baseline MiniBoone and LSND 
experiments, to be checked by the SBNP at Fermilab



Leptogenesis

• Light Neutrino Masses explained by See-saw Mechanism :    
Massive Right Majorana neutrinos of mass MN couple to the left-
handed ones. If their masses are large, we see three light neutrinos

• In the presence of CP-violation, decays of the heavy neutrinos 
provides the original asymmetry

  

At one loop, new diagrams contribute to the decay rate:

1- Generation of the lepton asymmetry

  

At one loop, new diagrams contribute to the decay rate:

Interference with the vertex correction

1- Generation of the lepton asymmetry

  

At one loop, new diagrams contribute to the decay rate:

Interference with the wave-function correction

Tricky! Calculable only when Mi -M1 Gi-G1 

Enhancement of the CP asymmetry when the 

right-handed neutrinos are almost degenerate

1- Generation of the lepton asymmetry

Enhanced, when masses are 
close (resonant leptogenesis)

Generation of a lepton Asymmetry

A lepton (and therefore a B-L) asymmetry is generated by
the heavy Majorana neutrino decays. Complex phases necessary 

Fukugita, Yanagida’86M⌫ = MT
DM�1

N MD

⌫i = Ui↵⌫↵

Fukugita, Yanagida’86

nB

n�
' 10�2✏1

CP Violation

0.1 eV

1010 GeV

Minkowski’77, Gell-Man, Ramond, Yanagida’79

B ' (B � L)in

3

Harvey, Turner’90



Future long baseline facilities : DUNE and HyperK



Open Question :  The nature of Dark Energy

Einsten General Relativity contains a possible explanation of the observed 
exponential expansion. Is it just a cosmological constant ?

If it is, what sets its scale ? Why does it differ from the naive 
vacuum energy, of the order of the weak or GUT scales ?

If it is not, what sets its scale and time variation ?

H2 =
8⇡G

3
(⇢+ ⇢⇤)

⇢ = ⇢rad + ⇢M

⇢rad =
⇢0rada

4
0

a4
, ⇢M =

⇢0Ma30
a3

, ⇢⇤ = ⇢0⇤

⇢⇤ ' (10�3eV)4, ⇤ = 8⇡G⇢⇤ '
�
10�33eV

�2

Coincidence Problem ?



Dark energy two decades after 19

Figure 9. Constraints on cosmological parameters from our analysis of current data from three principal probes: SN Ia (JLA [203];
blue), BAO (BOSS DR12 [30]; green), and CMB (Planck 2015 [74]; red). We show constraints on ⌦m and constant w (left panel)
and on w0 and wa in the parametrization from (17), marginalized over ⌦m (right panel). The contours contain 68.3%, 95.4%, and
99.7% of the likelihood, and we assume a flat universe in both cases.

crowave background at first appears disappointingly
insensitive to dark energy. This näıve expectation is
borne out because the physics of the CMB takes place
in the early universe, well before dark energy becomes
important. There, baryons and photons are coupled
due to the Coulomb coupling between protons and elec-
trons and the Thomson scattering between electrons
and photons. This coupling leads to coherent oscilla-
tions, which in turn manifest themselves as wiggles in
the observed power in the distribution of the hot and
cold spots on the microwave sky. The angular power
spectrum that describes the statistical distribution of
the temperature anisotropies (see the lower left panel
in figure 5) therefore has rich structure that can be
fully predicted as a function of cosmological parame-
ters to sub-percent-level accuracy. The angular power
spectrum is a superb source of information about, not
only the inflationary parameters, but also dark matter
and even, as we discuss here, dark energy.

Dark energy a↵ects the distance to the epoch
of recombination, and therefore the angular scale
at which the CMB fluctuations are observed. This
sensitivity is precisely the reason why the CMB is
in fact a very important complementary probe of
dark energy. Given that the physics of the CMB
takes place at the redshift of recombination when
dark energy is presumably completely negligible, the
physical structure of CMB fluctuations is una↵ected
by dark energy, as long as we do not consider the early
dark energy models with significant early contribution
to the cosmic energy budget. The sound horizon rs,
defined in (31), is projected to angle

✓⇤ =
rs(z⇤)

r(z⇤)
, (35)

where z⇤ is the recombination redshift and r is the
comoving distance (8). The latter quantity is a↵ected
by dark energy at z . 1 (see figure 5). Therefore,
dark energy a↵ects the angle at which the features are
observed — that is, the horizontal location of the CMB
angular power spectrum peaks. More dark energy
(higher ⌦

de

) increases dA and therefore shifts the CMB
pattern to smaller scales, and vice versa.

To the extent that the CMB provides a single
but very precise measurement of the peak location, it
provides a very important complementary constraint
on the dark energy parameters. In a flat universe,
the CMB thus constrains a degenerate combination of
⌦m and w (and, optionally, wa or other parameters
describing the dark energy sector). While the
CMB appears to constrain just another distance
measurement — much like SNe Ia or BAO, albeit at a
very high redshift (z⇤ ' 1000) — its key advantage is
that the dA measurement comes with ⌦mh2 essentially
fixed by features in the CMB power spectrum. In other
words, the CMB essentially constrains the comoving
distance to recombination with the physical matter
density ⌦mH2

0

fixed [206],

R ⌘

q
⌦mH2

0

r(z⇤) , (36)

which is sometimes referred to as the “CMB shift
parameter” [96, 207]. Because of the fact that
⌦mh2 is e↵ectively factored out, the CMB probes a
di↵erent combination of dark energy parameters than
SNe or BAO at any redshift. In particular, the
combination of ⌦m and w constrained by the CMB
is approximately [208] D ⌘ ⌦m � 0.94⌦m (w � w)
where (⌦m, w) ' (0.3,�1). This combination is
measured with few-percent-level precision by Planck ;

Current Experimental Constraints

w =
p

⇢
, w = w0 + wa(1� a)

Rµ⌫ � 1

2
R gµ⌫ = 8⇡G Tµ⌫ � ⇤gµ⌫

Time variation of Dark Energy may be related to tension in determination of Hubble rate 

⇢⇤ ' (10�3eV)4, ⇤ = 8⇡G⇢⇤ '
�
10�33eV

�2
gµ⌫ = (�1, 1, 1, 1)

Sign convention

Karwal and Kamionkowski’16, Sakstein, Trodden ‘19 



 
Figures: 

Figure 1: The Current Tension in the Determination of Ho   

 

 

Figure 1: Recent values of Ho as a function of publication date since the Hubble Key 

Project (adapted from Beaton et al. 2016). Symbols in blue represent values of Ho 

determined in the nearby universe with a calibration based on the Cepheid distance scale. 

Symbols in red represent derived values of Ho based on an adopted cosmological model 

and measurements of the CMB. The blue and red shaded regions show the evolution of 

the uncertainties in these values, which have been decreasing for both methods. The most 

recent measurements disagree at greater than 3-σ.  

W. Friemann’17

Tension in the determination of the Hubble rate



Many other Open Questions Remain

• Open Question VII : Is the Proton Stable ?                                                                                          
Probably not. In Grand Unified Theories one gets interactions that transform 
quarks into leptons, making the decay of protons into positrons and neutral 
mesons possible !     (Langacker’81)                                                                   
We will be looking for these decays in the next generation of neutrino 
experiments, DUNE (Fermilab) and HyperK. 

• Open Question VIII : Is CP violated in the strong interactions ?                             
It could be, but it would lead to neutron electric dipole moments much larger 
than the current experimental bound unless the up quark mass is very small or 
a new field and particle, the Axion, is introduced.                                                                                     
Peccei, Quinn’77, Weinberg, Wilczek;78.    

• But may be the up quark is small and connected with the neutrino masses. In 
this case, one predicts an observable  neutron electric dipole moment.                                              
Kaplan, Manohar’86, Agrawal, Kyle’18, Carena, Liu, Liu, Shah, Wang, C.W.’19



Axions : Solve the strong CP Problem
They are also a good CDM candidate

QCD 
Axion

Hallo Axions : Resonant
Magnetic Cavity Searches 

Helioscopes :
Axion produced

in solar core
(conversion to

X Rays)

• Peccei, Quinn’77, Weinberg, Wilczek;78.  



Conclusions

• Particle physics has advanced through a combination of great theoretical 
ideas and exceptionally clever experiments.

• The Standard Model is a has non-obvious properties like confinement, 
spontaneous breaking of symmetries,  violation of parity and time reversal 
symmetries, tiny neutrino masses, etc

• Many of these properties serve to define the Universe in which we live, 
but Nature seems to rely on physics beyond the Standard Model.

• We are still at odds in finding out what is this theory, but some hints like 
Dark Matter and baryogengesis have been provided to us.  

• Maybe the marriage with gravity,  through cosmology, will provide 
alternative clues.  

• An active experimental program is in progress. May it lead us to         
discovery and to the path for a deeper understanding of Nature. 
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Long Base-line Neutrino Experiments and CP-violation
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Hints of sizable CP-violation

sin2 ✓23 = 0.5

PIC 2014 Marino

Matter & CP Effects
• In the presence of matter, the appearance probability changes to

• A has opposite sign for anti-ν.  So even with δ=0,                       
increases while                     decreases for NH, so an apparent CP 
violation.

• For δ≠0, there are additional terms including

• Changes sign for anti-ν. So positive δ will decrease                       and 
increase                    .
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• L/E scale relevant for recent accelerator beams oscillation effects are 
dominated by m3↔m2 and m3↔m1 mixing 

• νμ Disappearance in a νμ Beam (no matter, no CP)

• νe Appearance in a νμ Beam (no matter, no CP)

• Can also look for appearance of τ neutrinos

• Increasing need for simultaneous 3 flavor fits

Vacuum Oscillation Probability 
7
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CP violation in the QCD sector

•                         is Lorentz invariant but violates CP. 

 The question is why this is not present in the QCD 
Lagrangian.  Actually, it is natural to expect that the QCD 
Lagrangian density contain terms
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A ⌫⌫⌫ Solution to the Strong CP Problem
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We present a new solution to the strong CP problem in which the imaginary component of the
up quark mass, I[mu], acquires a tiny, but non-vanishing value. This is achieved via a Dirac seesaw
mechanism, which is also responsible for the generation of the small neutrino masses. Consistency
with the observed value of the up quark mass is achieved via instanton contributions arising from
QCD-like interactions. In this framework, the value of the neutron electric dipole moment is directly
related to I[mu], which, due to its common origin with the neutrino masses, implies that the neutron
electric dipole moment is likely to be measured in the next round of experiments. We also present
a supersymmetric extension of this Dirac seesaw model to stabilize the hierarchy among the scalar
mass scales involved in this new mechanism.

Introduction. The Standard Model (SM) has been
highly successful in describing all experimental obser-
vations [1]. The observed flavor and CP-violating ef-
fects originate from the weak interactions via the depen-
dence of the charged currents on the unitary CKMmatrix
VCKM. There is, however, another potential source of CP
violation in the SM, associated with the strong interac-
tion. After the diagonalization of the quark masses, the
QCD Lagrangian density contains the terms

L � � ✓ g2s
32⇡2

Gµ⌫,aG̃
µ⌫,a �

X

q

(mq q̄LqR + h.c.) , (1)

where gs is the strong gauge coupling, Gµ⌫,a is the QCD
field strength tensor, G̃µ⌫,a = 1

2✏µ⌫↵�G
↵�,a is its dual,

and mq are the quark masses. Due to the QCD chiral
anomaly, the value of ✓ can be modified by a phase re-
definition of the chiral quark fields, but the physical value

✓QCD = ✓ + arg [det[Mq]] , (2)

where det[Mq] =
Q

mq, remains invariant. As will be
discussed in detail later on, a non-vanishing value of
✓QCD leads to QCD induced CP-violating e↵ects, like
the neutron electric dipole moment (nEDM), which is
as yet unobserved. The current bound on the nEDM,
dn < 3.0 ⇥ 10�26e cm [2, 3], leads to the constraint
✓QCD(1 GeV) <⇠ 1.3⇥10�10. The dynamical origin of such
small values of ✓QCD is the so-called strong CP problem.

The ✓ term in Eq. (1) may be eliminated by a proper
phase redefinition of the quark fields. For a non-zero
✓QCD, at least one of the quark masses, for instance the
up quark mass, would become a complex quantity, with
argument ✓QCD ⇠ I[mu]/|mu|. Hence in such a case, all
the QCD-induced CP-violating e↵ects would be associ-
ated with I[mu], and would vanish in the limit of zero up
quark mass. This is the well known massless up quark
solution to the strong CP problem [4–10].

We shall denote as the canonical basis, the basis in
which ✓ = 0 and ✓QCD is the argument of the up quark

mass. Using the value of the up quark mass deter-
mined in the framework of chiral perturbation theory,
|mu(1 GeV)| ' 5 MeV [11], the bound on ✓QCD becomes
equivalent to

I[mu(1 GeV)] <⇠ 6.5⇥ 10�4eV . (3)

The relevant question then becomes, can one dynamically
generate a value of I[mu(1 GeV)] consistent with such a
stringent bound, while the real part, R[mu(1 GeV)], is
of the order of a few MeV?
To analyze this question, one should remember that

the up quark mass at scales of the order of 1 GeV receives
contributions not only from its tree-level Higgs Yukawa
interaction, which we will denote as mH

u , but also from
instanton contributions, minst

u . Hence in general,

mu(1 GeV) = minst
u +mH

u . (4)

In the case of QCD, the instanton contributions to the
up quark mass depend on the masses of the other quarks
in the theory. In a general basis, the light quark contri-
butions are given by [4, 6],

minst
u =

exp(�i✓)
�
mH

d mH
s

�⇤

⇤
, (5)

where ⇤ is a scale which characterizes the size of these
contributions, and mH

d and mH
s are the tree-level Higgs

induced down and strange quark masses.
In the canonical basis, minst

u is a real contribution, im-
plying that I[mH

u ] = I[mu]. The physical CP-violating
phase, Eq. (2), then reads

✓QCD(1 GeV) ' sin ✓HQCD

|mH
u |

|mu| (1 GeV), (6)

where ✓HQCD = arg[mH
u ] and we have assumed that

|mH
u | ⌧ |minst

u |. This expression is consistent with
✓QCD = arg[mu]. The small imaginary components of
the instanton induced strange and down quarks masses,

The presence of  the CP violating term would induce
an electric dipole moment for the neutron. 
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complicated dependence on the SUSY and Higgs spec-
trum, as well as to possible cancellations between one
and two loop contributions [26, 27]. These contributions
will be suppressed well below the current bounds without
fine-tuning the CP-violating phases if the masses of the
gluino, squark and heavy Higgs boson masses are larger
than 10 TeV.

An important consideration is that after integrating
out the SUSY particles, the low energy Yukawa cou-
plings are a↵ected by non-decoupling and CP violating
contributions, proportional to �if

A,B [28]. Hence, if the in-
stanton scale is above the supersymmetric particle mass
scale, the proposed solution to the strong CP problem
will be invalidated by the appearance of new phases in
the Yukawa couplings. In addition, in the presence of col-
ored Majorana gluinos, the instanton contribution to the
up-quark Yukawa coupling will be suppressed by an addi-
tional factor M3

g̃1
/⇤3

1 compared with the non-SUSY case.
Therefore, we must demand the supersymmetry parti-
cle masses to be above the instanton scale. Moreover,
for the up-quark Yukawa coupling to remain small after
supersymmetry particle corrections, we should demand
that the supersymmetry breaking mechanism preserves
the Z3 symmetry.

If the instanton e↵ects come from regular SU(3)
interactions, the supersymmetry particle and heavy
Higgs boson masses are naturally much larger than
the QCD instanton scale. However, for the SU(3)3

scenario our proposed solution of the strong CP prob-
lem is only viable if heavy Higgs and colored SUSY
particle masses are of the order of or larger than the
characteristic SU(3)i instanton scales ⇤i. As discussed
above, assuming a similar flavor and Higgs structure
for the generation of the CKM mixing angles, ⇤i must
be ⇠ O(few 100 TeV) [14]. This suppresses all the
CP-violating and flavour-changing e↵ects induced by
the heavy Higgs and SUSY particles in Eq. (18). On
the other hand, it introduces a little hierarchy problem,
which will not be addressed further in this work.

Neutron Electric Dipole Moment. A notable out-
come of our framework is that a non-zero nEDM is in-
duced by the non-vanishing value of ✓QCD. We can cal-
culate the contribution to the nEDM from current alge-
bra [36, 37]; the result reads:

dn
e

⇠ g⇡NN ḡ⇡NN

4⇡2MN
ln

MN

m⇡
, (19)

where MN ⇠ 940 MeV is the nucleon mass, m⇡ ⇠
140 MeV is the pion mass and |g⇡NN | ⇠ 13.4 is the usual
CP conserving pion-nucleon coupling. The CP violating
coupling ḡ⇡NN is given by:

ḡ⇡NN ⇠ ✓QCD
me↵

F⇡
, (20)

with me↵ ⌘ |mumdms|/(|mumd| + |mums| + |mdms|),
F⇡ ⇠ 93MeV is the pion decay constant, and the masses

FIG. 2. The neutron EDM as a function of the imaginary part
of the up quark mass. We have also shown the current 90%
C.L. bound [2] and prospective sensitivity from the future
neutron EDM measurements [29–35].

of the quarks and the strong CP phase are evaluated
at the scale Q ⇠ 1 GeV. Using the currently determined
values for |mu,d,s| [1], this result becomes consistent with
the calculation of Refs. [38, 39] by using the QCD sum
rules,

dn ⇠ ✓QCD ⇥ (2.4± 0.7)⇥ 10�16 e cm, (21)

and also with a recent lattice calculation [40]. In the
canonical basis, where ✓QCD ⇠ I[mH

u ]/|mu|, and normal-
izing the value of the nEDM to the present bound [2], we
obtain

dn =
I[mH

u ]

(6.5± 2.0)⇥ 10�4eV
⇥ 3.0⇥ 10�26e cm. (22)

Figure 2 shows the nEDM as a function of the imagi-
nary part of the up quark mass. While the current mea-
surement leads to a bound on I[mH

u ] < (6.5 ± 2.0) ⇥
10�4 eV, future nEDM experiments [29–35] will be able
to improve the present sensitivity by two orders of mag-
nitude ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�28 e cm [32], and hence will be able
to probe I[mH

u ] up to about 6 ⇥ 10�6 eV. Note that
even for a phase ✓HQCD ' 10�2, the values of |mH

u | that
will be probed are much smaller than the ones that nat-
urally arise from the relation of mH

u and the neutrino
masses. Hence, it is natural to expect a measurement of
the nEDM by the next generation of experiments within
this framework.
Finally, we should comment on additional contribu-

tions to the nEDM. As discussed above, they can either
come from sources of CP violation associated with the
new physics introduced to stabilize the scale hierarchies,
Eq. (18), or, in the SU(3)3 scenario [14], from instanton
contributions to the imaginary part of the quark masses,
arising after the generation of o↵-diagonal Yukawa
couplings. While the former are suppressed by the

dexpn < 3⇥ 10�26 e cm

But experimentally, we know that 

So, why is                                      ?✓QCD < 10�10



Do we need new physics to explain the smallness of  θ ?

Αctually, it turns out that θ is modified by chiral phase  transformations of the 
quark fields and the only physical quantity is

✓QCD = ✓ + arg[det[Mq]]

By suitable rotations one can go to a basis in which

and the bound would read, 

✓QCD = arg[mu]

Im[mu(1GeV)] < 10�3eV

So, a massless up quark would solve the problem, but 
apparently the up-quark mass is a few MeV.

Last year, we spent some time considering scenarios in which the imaginary part of 
the up-quark mass remains small, connecting it withe the small neutrino masses,

and hence getting a prediction for the neutron electric dipole moment !

M. Carena, D. Liu, J. Liu, N. Shah, X. Wang, C.W.’19



Asymmetric Dark Matter and Baryon Number

The idea is to explain the intriguing relation between the abundances 
of ordinary matter and Dark Matter

Dark Matter, could carry a conserved quantum number;  it could be a 
baryon of a different neutral sector

Dark Matter and baryon (or leptons) can proceed from similar 
processes, like the decay of a heavy neutral state

The number densities would be related.  What about the masses ?

Beautiful idea by Bai and Schwaller’12, relying on IR fixed points, 
relating the QCD scale to the Dark Sector QCD.  States charged 
under both sectors, with masses of a few TeV  needed (experimental 
tests) 

Many other models exist. See review by Petraki and Volkas ’13.

Nusinov’85, Barr’91, Kaplan’92, Dodelson et al’92
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Generic potential with non-renormallizable operators

Ve↵ = (�m2 +AT 2)�2 + ��4 + ��6 + �8 + ⌘�10 + ...

Here, � / 1/⇤2,  / 1/⇤4 and ⌘ / 1/⇤6.

One of the relevant characteristics of this model is that the self 
interactions of the Higgs are drastically modified.  
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FIG. 1: Triple Higgs coupling correction � as a function of the cuto↵ ⇤. The upper dashed

black line shows the maximum value of � for the infinite sum with all |c
2n|= 1. The dashed dark

blue shows the values consistent with a FOEPT for the
�
�†�

�
3

potential extension, for c
6

= 1,

while for the same conditions solid light blue line is forbidden due to the absence of electroweak

symmetry breakdown. Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) show the results for the
�
�†�

�
4

potential. The di↵erent

colors correspond to the di↵erent hierarchies of the e↵ective potential coe�cients as explained

in the text. Fig.1(a) shows the general case while the Fig. 1(b) shows the result if a first order

electroweak phase transition (FOEPT) is demanded. Fig. 1(c) and 1(d) show similar results but for

the
�
�†�

�
5

potential, with di↵erent colors again corresponding to di↵erent coe�cient hierarchies

defined in the text. The lower solid black line shows the maximal negative values of � possible for

the order
�
�†�

�
4

potential.

5

where � = v + h and hence the VEV is given as h�i = 246 GeV. This leads to a correction

to the SM value of the triple Higgs coupling as shown in the Appendix A.

�
3

=
3m2

h

v

 
1 +

8v2

3m2

h

1X

n=1

n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)c
2n+4

v2n

2n+2⇤2n

!
. (2)

The non-zero temperature e↵ects are approximately accounted for by adding a thermal

mass correction term to the Higgs potential. This term is generated in the high-T expansion

of the one loop thermal potential. At temperature T, we get m2(T ) = m2 + a
0

T 2. We

have ignored the small cubic term contributions as well as the logarithmic contributions

as they are suppressed compared to the contributions from higher order terms. Here we

have assumed that the heavy new physics is not present in the EFT at the weak scale and

therefore its contribution is Boltzmann suppressed at the EPT scale. In such a case a
0

is a

constant proportional to the square of SM gauge and Yukawa coupling constants. Assuming

all c
2n ' 1, the minimum value that ⇤ can achieve is 174 GeV in this formulation, at which

point the convergence of the series is lost for values of � close to its VEV. However, in any

consistent EFT, the cut-o↵ scale ⇤ will be considerably higher than 174 GeV.

Using Eq. (2), we define another quantity � which quantifies the deviations of the trilinear

Higgs coupling with respect to the SM value as

� =
�
3

�SM
3

� 1 =
8v2

3m2

h

1X

n=1

n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)c
2n+4

v2n

2n+2⇤2n
, (3)

where we restrict |c
2n+4

|< 1.

The values of the enhancement of �
3

for a given ⇤ for all potentials satisfying these

conditions are shown in Fig. 1. This maximal possible value, shown in the the upper-most

black (dashed) line in all the panels in Fig. 1, is obtained assuming all c
2n = 1 and leads to

a large enhancement even at a relatively large value of ⇤. However, the only condition that

we have imposed on the potential so far is the existence of a local minimum with a second

derivative consistent with the measured Higgs mass mh ' 125 GeV. For this minimum

to represent the physical vacuum of the theory, however, it should be a global one. As

we shall show, the global minimum requirement imposes strong constraints on the possible

enhancement of the triple Higgs coupling.

In our further analysis, we choose not to consider the terms of the order higher than
�
�†�
�
5

as they introduce negligible corrections for the cut-o↵s higher than v as shown in Fig. 1. We

v(Tc)

Tc
> 1
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Comparing bino- and wino-driven EWB

• Electron EDM:

Ref. point: GeV300 10, tan200GeV,|| GeV,190 GeV,95 021 !!!!!
A
mMM "#

YL, S. Profumo, M. Ramsey-Musolf, arXiv:0811.1987

Cirigliano, Profumo, Ramsey-Musolf’06

Electric Dipole Moments (EDM)

• Two loop:

• Does not decouple!

• ACME:    de < 8.7⇥ 10�29 e cm

[Cirigliano, Li, Profumo, Ramsey-Musolf ’09]
[Chang, Keung, Pilaftsis ’98; ...]

DeMille, Doyle, Gabrielse et al’14

Reference Point :



Bounds on the Blind Spot Scenarios
coming from Direct Searches for Higgs and Electroweakinos

9

Figure. 3: Net exclusion status of the well-tempered region and the A-funnel region. Each data point represents a blind

spot with the proper relic density. Data points are first checked for exclusion by CMS, then by ATLAS, then by the CMS

electroweakino searches (see the following section), with the color-coding of each data point corresponding to the method by

which it is first excluded. Values of mA are labeled next to the selected data points. The sparseness of points in the A-funnel

region reflects its narrowness relative to the well-tempered region, as seen in Fig. 1.

at LHC become relevant. These searches tend to look for the decay products of e�0
2e�±

1

pair production. Since our slepton masses have been set high, and mA is greater than

2me�0
2
' 2me�±

1
, the branching ratios for the decays into sleptons, and the heavy Higgs must

be negligible. This leaves e�0
2e�±

1 ! WZe�0
1e�0

1 as the only viable decay channel. Given this

decay channel, CMS puts upper bounds at the 95% confidence level on the pair production

cross section �(e�0
2e�±

1 ) with respect to me�0
1
and me�0

2
, which is assumed to be degenerate with

me�±
1
[21]. How this electroweakino production mode compares to others is shown in Fig. 6.

Prospino2 [how to cite prospino?] is used to compute pair production cross sections for our

data.

In the region of small M1 and |µ|, the masses of e�0
2 and e�0

3 are close, and thus the decays

Well tempered region allowed for moderate values of
tanβ, but only for low values of the CP-odd Higgs mass

Resonant 
Annihilation

Well 
tempered
neutralino

Roglans, Spiegel, Sun, Huang, C.W.’16

Values of
mA


